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Advising is . under 
more pressure 
Hy Chris Pollet "'- ··undeclared" status which 
. Many UNH students are Schwarz feels will help the 
finding fault with the cur?e0nt srudent. 
advising system, which has left "Many rimes people (faculty 
them with-only signatures on members) haven't felt as if they 
their preregistration forms_ could hand.le srndents coming 
instead of actual advice. into cheir office with questions 
Variou<s academic depart - nor directly related to the ma-
menrs have taken steps to jor," said Schwarz. 
alleviate problems in their "Undeclared students are· 
advisi.ng syscems1and yet stu- . vulnerable," Schwarz.saig,"They 
dents continually are getting don't have the security they 
lose in. rhe shuffle. 'would get within a department." 
Over the past few years as the • But before the system was 
freshman classe~ have grown revamped, "it was the louaest -
in size, so has the demand on person who got recognized," 
professors as advisers . In rhe contended Kathy Ellis, a junior 
Communications department, English major. "If you did get 
the ratio of srudenrs rn advisers recognized, your· adviser only 
is approximately 57 co 1 while told you .what you needed for 
in .the English department it is your major. They didn't help 
27 w 1. you with your other classes." 
Advising is an essential need "Now my adviser is ne¥,,er 
for m_any students who need there," said Ellis "At the most, 
assisrance when ·it comes to he's there for 45 min-y_tes when 
mapping our a semester's classes his' office hours s.ay he'll be there 
or a major's curriculum, rea- for a couple hours." 
soned Director of University But there are departments 
Advising Marc Schwarz. The which have taken positive steps 
U niv-ersity Advising Center in hopes of getting away from 
draws faculty from various. these advising problems. Whit-
colleges r.o serve as adyisers for · ·temore School of. Business a.nd , 
~hose undeclared srudenrs· that Economics· ha~ es"r1:ti'lish~-d an 
seek assistance. advising center which has 
·:we are designed to help avoided the problerµ of faculty 
undeclared students by offering being overrun by students who 
them advice on classes and by need advising. 
referring them ro different "We don't have problems 
organizations which can help accomodating majors," WSBE's 
them such as Career Planning Undergraduate Advising Cood~ 
and Placement and TASK," said inator Jo-Ann Kelly said, "But 
Schwartz. problems arise when a liberal 
The university has grouped arts student wants-to add a class 
all incoming students planning ADVISING, page 11 
on a liberal arts major into a _ 
A novel perspective . 
(Peter T~mposi photo) 
Republican front runner Robert Dole spoke in the MUB yesterday. (Peter Tamposi photo) 
.Dole: Judge my record 
~- ' • I 
By Tim ThorntQn 
Riding into town hot on the 
heels of hi~ Tuesday night 
victory in the Iowa caucus, 
Senator Robert Dole emphas-
ized his pas't re.cord to a 
standing-room-only crowd in 
the Granite State Room of the 
MUB yesterday afternoon in his 
final swing through the state 
-- before next Tuesday's primary 
election. 
Dole made the usual 
, scholastic-related remarks can-
didates tend to make when 
appearing at educational insti-
,tutions, tying-in his past political 
merits with education by pro-
claiming that "teachers judge 
students by their records ... judge 
me by my record." . 
This analogy held -up ,well 
until an unidentified woman 
spoke up during the question 
and answer session and an-
nounced that, as a teacher, she 
did not "judge students by their 
records." 
Dole kept his campaign 
speech to a minimum, centering 
the t,alk around budget-
- ._ '.' . , , , . _. '- . . . /. ' 
balancing ideas and ~ rs ''quick -· -c[rfon ·fie.§rrieans it:" B ole went 
freeze" plan before turning the on to say that Gorbachev should 
floor over to questions from the apply the s,ame principles to 
Student Senate 'panel and the Nicaragua and other countries, 
audience. but would not elaborate on the 
The Kansas se·nator made it subject. 
a point to plug hi~self as an · Dole spoke of his "quick 
e_xtremely ~on~ervattve Repub; freeze" plan to cut the deficit, 
lican several t1m~~ t~rough9~t but p9inted ,out that ca_pping 
~.he afternoon,, P0 !ntmg to his government spending in 1989 
27 ye,ars 9f s.~~ool of ha_rd to the same amount as 1988 
knoc_ks courses 1:? economICs would only be the starting point. 
as ~is burden °-~. proof. Do!e "Gimmicks are not going to do 
claimed that he can sp<=;~k rn the trick," said Dole. "The key 
~ax code ~nd budg;etese, and · to the budget is not cutting, but 
ma lucratIVf pro~1se to v~~e~s, choosing." 
stated that as president, he will · · 
veto any attempt--any attempt- Dole received an equal 
-to increase personal or business amount of catcalls and applause 
taxes." from the crowd late in his 
Dole also addressed several speech, when, after answering 
international issues. He de- a series of '_' liberal'.' questions, 
noLinced the situation in several he asked, "Aren't there any 
· African countries and referred co.nse.rvative students here?" 
to apartheid as "repug~ant." He thenjeered "I want to speak 
Dole said tha,t the Soviet to future taxpayers." 
Union's timetable for troop In dosing, Dole said, "I 
withdrawal in Afghanistan, if wouldn't want to please 
part of Mikhail Gorbachev' s everyone-_-that' s not leader-
glasnost p9licy, was "fine," and ship." 
that · it "will be the first indi-
Coffin wants Sane/Freeze 
By Mark Grundstrom 
World-tr_aveled peace activist 
William Sloane Coffin Jr. de-
tailed a three-point plan on 
what "the people of the country" 
should do in order to bring abo_ut 
nuclear disarmanent during a 
dynamic speech last night in 
Parsons Hall. 
Coffin is also an ex-CIA agent 
and a former chaplain at Yale 
University. 
According to Coffin, 
Sane/Freeze and other affiliated 
peace movements are lookin& 
to achieve three primary goals. 
"First, we need to try to 
reduce the number of weapons", 
Coffin said. "The arms reduction 
negotiations were a good first 
step, but we must be sure that 
it won't become a side step." 
Test Ban Treaty and then, to 
go after conventional weapons, 
he said. 
According to Coffin, the U.S. 
cannot support both the arms · 
reduction and the Star Wars 
program since the two work 
', against each other. "Star Wars 
is far m0 re offensive than we' re 
aware of," said Coffin. 
"Second, America must find-
it necessary to move from 
national security to comprehen-
sive security ... no one is safe until 
COFFIN, p~ge 7 
- Coffin was recently elected 
president of Sane/Freeze, a 
merger of the Committee for 
a Sane World and the Nuclear 
Freeze Campaign. Thi~ commit-
tee is currently the largest 
national peace organization. ~--- ------ -llllllfl!I _____ __.L._ 
Possible political steps could 
be, first, a 50 percent nuclear 
arms reduction followed by a 
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Challenge unites . selliOrs 
• ' • ~- .. .• .. "\ • • . ' _-.. I ' . • • • 
By Edward L McKey 
D9 you remember your -~epior 
year o'thigh; schooJ--how you 
and .the rest of your class 'felt 
the euphoria of having climbed 
to the top of the ladder? ~e-
member the sense of camarad-
, erie with fellow classmates who · 
wem th_rough all those.trials and 
tribulations of high school with 
you? ReQ)em~er how close you 
felt to those people? 
Thanks to the driving spirit 
of Kathy Bain and Paula __ Gian-
netto, a program called Senior 
Challenge will help UNH se-
niors develop this sense of unity 
with each other as well as with 
their U niver:sity. 
There are two goals of Senior . 
Challenge are to increase -class 
· spirit and to gain more active 
alumni for the University. With 
a succes'sful program, they hope 
more alumni will be willing to 
help replenish a university 
which gave so much to them. 
To accomplish the first goal, 
Bain and Giannetto are organ-
izing special events for seniors. 
"Remember iri high school, 
there was 'senior week' when 
there were events primarily for 
seniors? Well, instead of senior 
week; we're having senior se-
mester. It's like going out with-
a bang," said Bain. 
possible slide show, 'and· others. _ 
· Ba_in said, •,•we realize we : 
-car;i't· get all ~2~~9 ~en~rs toge- : 
ffThe chal-
.lenge if our ef-
fort to re-
establish a tra- -
dition at the 
University--a 
tradition of se-
nior class· un_ity. " 
To accomplish the second 
goal, seniors will be asked to 
make contributions during the 
five years between now and 
· their fifth-year reunion in 1993. 
The money pledged will go to 
the UNH institution the indi-
vidual chooses. 
For instance, one could con-
tribute to an academic depa,rt-
menr or college, an athletic 
team, a library, the MUB, or any 
other UNH institution. 
Also, one could put money 
into a special 1988 University 
account which, at the· fifth-year 
· reunion, will be donated by the 
class of '88 to the m~st worthy 
institmion. 
"The challenge is our effort 
to re-establish a tradition at the 
tJ niversity--a tradition of senior 
class unity," Bain' and Giannetto 
wrote in their adv'ertising flyer. 
"Seniors challenge each other 
for maximum participation and 
the Class of 1988 will challenge 
the Class of 1989 to carry on the 
tradition." · 
"The great thing about the 
challenge," said Giannetto, "is 
that we don't have any standards 
we have to live up to. This hasn't 
been done before." 
"No matter what we do," said 
Bain, ··it's only going to make 
the University better. We · can't 
fail." There will be events such as 
a harbor cruise, jazz nights at 
Benjamin's, an "88 Days Until 
Graduation" party, a free show-
ing of the play Mother Courage, 
a senior semi-formal -dance, a 
ther...but even if 100 senion-
show up to a party, it's made 
it all worth it." 
Giannetto and Bain have the 
support of the Dep,;1.rtment of 
Alumni Affairs and Develop-
ment, in undertaking this pro-
ject. 
Up or down the stai.rcase? · (Peter Tamposi phot~) 
NEWS· IN BRIEF 
Dover juveniles may face 
adult murder charges 
If.she state Attorney General's Office has its way, 
the two teen-agers accused of b-rutally killing an 
elderly woman Monday night will be tried as adults. 
It could take as long as a month before the two 
are certified as adults, according to Assistant 
Attorney General Barbara Keshen. · 
The two boys, ages 16 and 17, have been charged 
with first-degree murder, burglary, and conspiracy: 
to commit burglary in the murder of Stacia K. Reilly, 
accetding to Foster's Daily Democrat. Reilly's body 
was found Tuesday afternoon by police in Reilly's 
Market, the single-story Belknap Street build-ing 
. that served as both her home and_ her general store. 
The body of her dog, which also had been killed, 
was found in the same building. 
Preliminary reports from a Wednesday afternoon 
autopsy show that the 79-year-old woman died of 
multiple stab wounds to the head, neck, an_d stomach, 
Ms. Keshen said. 
The motive for the killing was apparently robbery. 
Army gay ban unconsti-
tutional 
A landmark federal appeals court ruling that ..._ 
declares the Army's ban on homosexual soldiers 
unconstitutional was long overdue, rights activists 
say. 
"I think it's about time that the courts recognized 
that gay people have been deniep their rights,," 
said Leonard Graff, legal director for N ation_al Gay 
Rights Advocates, based in San Francisco. . 
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled 2-
1 on_ Wednesday that homosexuals are entitled by . 
the Constitution tg _  the same protection against 
government discrimination as racial minorities. 
The appeals court ruled in favor of Perry Watkins, 
39, of Tacoma, who enlisted in the Army at age 
19 in 1967 and said in a pre-induction medical form 
that he-had homosexual tendencies. 
Shut up, cacahead! Ba-ha 
is not a wimp! 
Pupils at the Lighthouse Nursery School in South 
Portland are too young to vote, but that didn't keep 
George Bush's grandson from putting in a good 
word for the vice president. 
' Three-year-old Samuel Bush LeBlond brought 
in Bush-related items for show-and-tell this week. 
Among them: Bush's autobiography, "Looking 
Forward;" a picture of the vice-president; a "George 
Bush for Presiden.t" sign and an eight-page 
biography and list of Bush's duties. . _ 
"I don't think he's aware of the situation, ... " said 
his teacher, Bonnie Porter. .. He just talks about 
his grandfather like all the other kids do. He takes 
it for granted that his grandfather is vice-pre~ident." 
Sam, who calls the vice-president "Ba-ba," is 
the son of Bush's daughter, Dorothy, and her husband 
William LeBlond of Cape Elizabeth. 
Uhh ... J'm a . brain sur-
·geon! 
Five percent of the doctors who applied to work 
_ at a nationwide chain of outpatient clinics lied about 
their credentials, a study found. 
The _lying doctors said they had completed 
residency programs or passed specialty exams, when 
they had ·not. 
"We conclude that in applying for some clinical 
privileges, physicians present inaccurate clinical 
credentials more frequemly than might be expected," 
t,he report said. · · 
. The falsifications were uncovered by Humana 
foe., the health care firm in Louisville, Ky., when 
it investigated doctors who applied to work in its 
MedFirst chain of outpatient clinics. 
Some of ·the doctors said they had finished 
residency training programs when they had dropped 
out. Other-~ falsely stated that they were board 
certified, which mean~ t:hey had passed exams te'sting 
knowledge of their specialties. . _ 
Here -she comes .. ,,,.Miss 
· Kleptomaniac ... . 
With two beauties forced to drop out because 
of shoplifting charges, a third contestant was named 
yesterday a:s Minnesota's entrant in the Miss USA 
pageant. 
Frank L. Sweeney, state director of the Miss 
~innesota:..USA contest~ said Julie Nelson, 20, will 
be Minriesota's representative in the 1988 Miss 
USA pageant in El Paso, Texas. · 
First runner-up Jolene Stavrakis, 20, withdrew 
from the · pageant Tuesday night on the same day 
she was named to succeed Miss Minnesota-USA 
Sue Bolich, 24, who resigned Monday . 
Police said Stavrakis had been arrested on a 
shoplifting charge for which .she paid a fine two 
years ago. She was accused of taking two skirts valued 
at $76 from a store in suburban Burnsville in March 
1986, police said. . · 
Edina police charged Bolich with a misdemeanor 
Jan. 22 for allegedly shoplifting $ 3 70' worth of 
clothing, including a swimsuit, scarfs and hairpieces 
from a store in a Southdale shopping center. She 
is sch~dtiled to go to court next month. 
Oh; no! 
· People who puff thre·e or four marijuana joints 
a d_ay may be putting themselves at as much risk 
of lung cancers as those with Pc!Ck-a-day cigarette 
habits, a researcher says. 
One joint, he says; appears to be as dangerous 
as four or five ordin<l;ry filter cigarettes. 
Dr. Donald T. Tashkin bases his conclusion on 
research published this week in the New England 
' Journal of Medicine. He compared the way people 
smoke cigarettes and)joints. 
Pot smokers take big puffs and hold them in. 
As a result, they get far higher levels of dangerous 
substances from marijuana than from cigarettes. 
'.'Our study deflates somewhat the myth that 
smoking just a little bit of marijuana can't be that 
bad for you compared with tobacco, since tobacco 
smokers generally smoke far more," he said. 








By Susan Flynn 
Bruce Babbitt, Democratic 
candidate for president, spoke 
about the need for "new polit-
ic£" in a rally at the Ti.q Palace 
restaui;-ant last night; 
Congressman Mo Udall a.c-
companieq. Babbit.t to .express 
his support,. but comedian Al 
Franken of '.'Saturday Night 
Live," who was originally slated 
to appear, cancelled. 
Independent FUiani 
.criticized· ele-ction 
By Christine-Telfer South Africa; full civil rights 
Dr. Lenora Fulani, an Incle- fot gays and lesbians; defending 
pendent presidential candidat,e, yVOmen's rights including the 
spoke out against the election tight to abortion;1 and establish-
process during her speech in the ing a national medical program, 
Strafford Room of the MUB on among other things. ' 
Tuesday. Fulani is the, first black According to Fulani, polls 
woman ever to qualify for ~how that a m~jodty of Amer-
federal matching funds and to , ica,ns ag~ee wttb her ?n rrrnst 
appear on the ballot in all fifty of these issues and believ~ that 
states and the District of Co - the electoral ·process should be 
lumbia. fair. The two party monopoly 
According to Fulani, her is not good fo~ th_e Ameri~an 
campaign is more for fairness people, Fulani s~fd, n;i,eanm~ 
in the electoral proces,s_ than for that none of the real candi-
votes. "_By nature, the presidency date£. st~nd .f?r ~hat most of the 
is very white and very male ,". people m -f'\.men~a wan_t. 
said Fulani. Polls £how sixty-eight per 
Babbitt finished with six 
p~rce~t of the ~ot~ in the Iowa 
caucuses last Monday. 
"I come-from Iowa ready to 
do battle i_n New Hampshire, '. ' 
said Babbitt to an enthusiastic 
crowd at the Tin ]?alace lounge. 
Bruc_e Babhitt was back in · Durham. (Marc Morin photo) 
"i am not being facetious. r cen~ ?f Americans believe th~t · 
am being serious," Fulani con- polmcal ·!eade~-s and t~e media 
tinued, clarifying that it is a fact, run_ pr~sidential elect10ns, F~-
historically and socially, tha_t larn said, and one of the mam 
United States, presidents are reaso_ns people c!i~o~e not _to 
white males. · vote is · that they don t partic-
, '_'When the fo~nding fathers u!arly li~e. anyone w_ho's r1:m -
Babbitt does 1ilOt expect to win 
the primary, but realizes the 
necessity of "upward motion" 
in his standings. -
Babbitt said he is content in 
running as "the underdog" in 
the election. · · 
Babbitt said he was aggravat-
ed with candidates making 
promises to the American peo_: 
ple they will be unable to keep. 
. His fellow Democrati~ candi-
dates are unable to wake up and 
face reality, said Babbitt. 
"I keep trying to herd the 
9.ther candidates to the water 
hole to take a sip of reality," said 
Babbitt. "It's not hemlock." 
Babbitt said the dilemma of 
Democracy exists because can-
didates remain on t"he "same 
bea,ten path" and are unwilling 
to take risks. 
Bab-ijtt wants_ to "challenge 
the American people," with a 
campaign that will be honest 
to his followers. · 
Babbitt joked about Repub-
lican Pat Robertson's surprising 
second place finish in the Iowa 
caucus. 
Babbitt said the turn of events 
in the Republican race for 
president will be a "wonderful 
opportunity" for the Democrat-
ic party. . , of our nation described our . nmg, This is why she is running 
For the Republicans, "there government as one that is of the as an alternate candidate, and· 
is civil war inside the asylum," people, for the people, and by why she is campaigning to 
said Babbitt. the people, they bad only certain c~ange the nature of the pre-
Although funds for the Bab- people in mind," she _said. - sidency. . 
pitt campaign may become a This is a problem which must _ If Jess~ Jack~on. wms th~ 
problem, he is determined to be confronted in order to trans- democratlC nommat10n, Fulani 
stay in the race as long as there form the electoral p~ocess.' into sa_ys she will s~op ru~ni_ng and 
is an audience. , one that is truly democratic, will support h,1,m. This is what 
"I have plane ticket and will according to Fulani. she calls the "r,wo roads are 
travel," said Babbitt, drawing She explained that even after bet_ter than-one ,bac~ up plan 
some chuckles. she qualified for matching to msure that ~. c~~dida,~e who 
Babb~tt said he was deter- funds, U.S. Commissioner Aik- repres~nts the rambow (peo-
mined , to disrega·rd the politics ens found her candidacy amus- ple of col?r, v:o_men, gays, and 
ofthe past. · ing. other mmq~i~ies) ~nd who· 
"I am ready to throw away the Fulani said that what was stands for fairness will appear 
evasion, flim-flam; ,and double- , funny is that a bl~ck woman is on the b~llot either way. , 
talk," said Babbitt. "We'll get . not "traditiona! ·pres•id~ntial . _Fulan~,has bee_n ~ crI1sacler for 
it done aext Tuesday." · material " and thus not consi- ,,._w,om·e..n s~~ nd C1 vd r-ights and 
de red a ·'· real" candidate. She a spokesperson for libe~al causes 
stressed that this was not a · since her childhood in Chester, 
personal bias on Aikens' part, fPa ., w~ere she w~s a youth .\ 
bur an "institutional bias which leader m the Baptist Church. 
One-on-one with Norton 
permeates every instituri~n." The only black woman ever to 
Fulani dedar.ed that she is a r\ln for Governor of New York, 
real candidate because she ad- she . received 25,000 _votes .in 
dresses important social issues, 1986, more t~an any indepe~d-_ 
By Cindy Marshall . He proposes to "seek ena-
Democratic write-in candi- bling. legislation to convert the 
U.S. to the metric system. It is 
., date Christopher B. Norton was absolutely ridiculous that we 
not daunted Wednesday when don't use it," he said. 
he found himself giving his In his ideas concerning go-
speech to an audience of one. vernment welfare programs, 
His bigge.st struggle so far in Norton is apologetically con-
his campaign has been in getting .. s~rvative. In his opiQ.ion, wel-
any press at . all, scenes like fare should be abolished, spe-
Wednesday's being common. cif ically "the payments to 
U ncomfonable in public, families with dependent child-
Norton is not a politician. He- ren and to single women with 
is a man with several strong dependents under the age of 18." 
convictions for this country, ·11 He said, "Any program ... wi 
ideas that he feels the public promote the birth of additional 
ought to hear and consider.. · children out of wedlock." 
Norton has a graduate degree "These individuals should 
in political science and inter- seek help from their families 
national affairs from the Uni- or their boyfriends--or should 
versity. of Geneva, Switzerland. f 1 " not reproduce in the irst p ace, . 
Familiar with Europe's use he said) 
of the metric system, the most In accordance with his views 
crucial step in his platform is to get only what one works f?r, 
a -revival of the system in the he said he supports -SoC1al 
U.S. He said he believes the Security, believing that one 
move will reverse the country's works to eventually receive 
sagging economic trend and those benefits. 
stimulate over.seas trade. d 
He maintained that the lack ' Norton is equally a am ant 
on the subject of education, 
of metric units in our products seeking legislatio'n to require 
is causing exports to be up only some uniform national testing 
20 percent, wh i-le paper and before a student may graduate 
chemical products are flourish- from high school, regardless of 
ing. township or achievement in the 
· He claimed paper and chem- preceding 12 years. 
icals can be easily converted but Testing is the answer he said, 
if a machine breaks, a repla_ce- and he cited examples of foreign 
ment 3 / 8 inch bolt is not so countries using this method to 
easily purchased in foreign alleviate the need for general 
countries. This makes · those universities such as we have in 
countries reluctant to hu.y U.S. -
'made machinery, and instead 
th
~f~h;~e were higher standards 
trade with anorher metric coun-
.. in high school and tests ro try. 
( 
which is what the candidacy ent progre$sive for th,at off1Ce 
require all schools have uniform should be all abo~t. Part of her in over thirty y~ars. 
quality, then sti.rdents .could campaign for changing the 
graduate right into professional electoral process is for other 
schools, said Norton. - candidates to address these 
"Introducing Head Start pro- issues as well. 
grams in minority communities - Fulani, whu stands for peace 
and possibly churches" to im- 'anJ social justice, favors ending 
prove the "awareness of minor- US intervention in Central 
ities" on how crucial education America and investment in 
is to their level .of ~chievement 
is the last of his primary goals. 
Norton singled out the mi-
nority comrriuni_ties as recipient 
of this- aid, feeling that "if a 
sizable. percentage of minority · 
children were to graduate ... we 
could reduce the amount of 
· ...,0verty we now have." 
He admits that he is a little 
fuzzy on the separation of 
church and state in h.i:s tentative 
desire for programs in the-
church. He said, "In the black .1 
community, church is a very 
important organization''. and 
a "good place for pre-school 
education." · 
His views on f9reign policy 
are sketchy, beginning with the 
assumption that the U.S. and 
the Soviet Union can negotiate 
successfully. Given that, Norton 
said he can advocate a gradual 
decrease in defense s pend-ing . . 
Exactly how the U.S. will go 
about negotiating was not ex-
plained . . 
Known as the "Independent 
Mayor of Harlem" in recogni-
tion of her 1985 Independent 
Mayoral_ campaign in New York 
City, Fulani is a developmental 
. psychologist .practicing in Har-
lem. · 
When asked if he felt he had 
any chance to win the Demo-
cratic nomination he replied, 
"If all I do is get my ideas in front 
of the public, that's O.K." 
-· -·· --
Lenora Fulani, an independent presidential candidate, spoke, 
in the MUB on Tuesday. (Christi Mitchell photo) I 
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Do you know who your. adviser is? 
- . . ~ . . . ~ --
Have they ever helped you in any way? 
.l .. 
''Yes, Randall Schroeder. 
I think he's a good advisor 
because he's very knowl-





I :J._ \ ,,,j 
'Tm a senior and I didn't 
get an advisor until just 
now, but I feel its up to the 
individual to look · for _· / 
advice. The advising could 
be more like WSBE's." 
Connie English 
Senior 
· . , Camrnunications 
uYes, it's Allen Lindman 
and he's helped me enour-
,mously, not only with 
courses in my major but 
in helping me to get abroad 





''There's two Hotel advi-
sors. I know who they are 
but I don't. thi~k they've 
gone ou't of their way to 
help hotel students. I go in 
and they sign something 
and then I leave. " 
C.J .. T acinelli 
·, Sophomore 
Hotel . c{J . l . 
., l ••• •,' '• _-;1,,•, • 














Hetzel :02 . 
Woodman Rd. :04 
N.E.C. :05 
UAC. :07 
Snivel~ . :09 
Barton Hall :11 . 
Leavitt Ctr. :12 
Channel 11 :14. 
- A-Lot · :15, 
7 am to 11 pm 
* 6 Runs Per Hour * 
:10 :20 :30 
:11 :21 :31 
:12 :22 :32 
:14, :24 :34 
:15 :25 :35 
:16 :26 :36 
:17 :27 :37 
:18 :28 :38 
:19 :29 :39 
7 am to 6 pm 
* 4 Runs Per Hour * 
:15 :30 :45 · 
:16 :31 :46 
:17 :32 · :47 
:19 :34 :49 
:2Q ·15 :50 
:22 :37 :52 
:24 :39 :54 
:25 :41 :56 
:26- :42 :57 
:28 ' . :44 :59 
:29 :45 :00 
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l..=..:.:..:..:_1 INNER ROUTE 
• INNER ROUTE STOPS · 
,....[ ~-... -... - ._ ..... ,] OUTER ROUTE . . 
® OUTER ROUTE STOPS 
'THE OUTER SHUTTLE WILL TAKE VOTERS TO THE POLES 
ON TUESDAY FEBRUARY 16th 
.. ALL RUNS WILL BE OPEN FROM 7am-7pm 
. THOMPSON 
HALL MLJ B 
~.lit 
DA'v'iS CT 
1,:Iu_iM1SON HA LL 
. I 
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Pistachio's is moving from -its corner near the MUB stairs to a corner in the cafeteria . . (Peter 
Tamposi photo) 
Pistachio's to move t<l' Pub 
By Pamela DeKoning competence. They've cried var-
Next semester ice cream ious -advertisements and ploys 
lovers will ha:ve to follow the to r~y to make it work. Nothing 
flow of rraff ic to the MUB Pub . has. 
where Pistachio's ice cream According co Keating, Pis-
. shop will be relocated. The rachio's never actually ran in 
MUB Board of-Governors voted the red, bur fell $13,700 below 
Monday night to rdocate Pis- board projections this year. 
rachio's to the MUB Pub in an According to Dave O'Brien, 
'. effort to boost s~les and expo-· MUB Food Service Manager, the 
sure. · decision to move Pistachio's is 
MUB Board Vice Chairman based on a need for more expo-
. Br.er Clemons said Pistachio's sure. 
· would be located in front of the ·· O'Brien said the der~ils of the 
entrance r9 the cafeteria. He said plan have nor been worked out. 
it would have its own separate He said the hours for the 
·cash register and would be "its operation of Pisracho's in the 
own separate entity." Pub have nor been decided. 
The Board voted nine for and He also cited a loss of Pisra-
rwo against wirhone absrens1on, . chio's indiyidualiry as a major 
according to MUB Board .Chair- concern in the move. · 
man Michael Keating. Clemons, who is also budget 
.. He cited problems with the committee chair, said a major 
" "location and exposure as keys influence in the board's decision 
· in the financial difficulties of was the projected increase in 
Pistachio's. revenue of $25,000 by MUB 
Keating said the decision was Food Servi~e Manager Dave 
in no way connected to incom- O'Brien. 
petence in management. He Clemons said the budget 
· said, "The problem is not in- committee was unanimous in 
its recommenc;larion to approve 
the change.· . 
, He said th.er~-was a proposal 
in the works to buy an ice cream 
care char could be located in the 
Car's Closer when the Pub 
closes. He said the cart could 
also be moved in front of the 
other rooms in the MUB to 
further increase exposure to ice 
cream in the MUB. 
Manager Caryn Daly said char 
sales have decreased .because of 
a lack of exposure to the-UNH 
community. She said Pistachio's 
hasn't in any way been running 
in the red, but that it simply 
hasn't been as successful as it 
should be. 
Daly has been full rime man-
. ager o'f Pistachio's for three 
years. She ·said she has tried 
many different · things co in-
-crease sales. 
"We ~ve diversified our 
product line. We hve a lot of new 
products, we've made Pistachi-
. o's more than just an ice cream 
ICE CREAM, page · 11 
·.Less beer with. b_ids sought · 
By Tim Thornton 
A plan to "reduce risk a
0
nd 
. liability" concerning akohol use 
on tonight's "Bids Nite" was 
presented to UNH fraternities 
·. by Greek Advisor.Michael Sciola 
lase _ week. Bids Nite is the 
traditional n'.lght where frater-
nities. offer pledges to prospec-
tive members. · 
The plan, included in a letter 
mailed to fraternity_ presidents 
last -Wednesday, stresses re-
sponsibility and common sense, 
and urges that fraternities abide 
. by all local and stare alcohol 
· 1aws. 
Sciola, in his first semester 
as Greek Advisor at UNH, has 
"hear_d Bids ·'Nite described," 
bu.r has never experienced the 
event'. Sciola says from what he 
has heard, Bids Nice aqivities 
are "getting better," but frater.:. 
i:iities that use alcohol impr'op.-
erly are merely ."betting that · 
nothing goes, wrong." 
"Ir's my judgment to take a 
look at what traditionally -
happen~on Bids Nite and to 
evalua_te whether it promotes 
safety ... and then make an adult 
decision as a Greek System," 
Sciola said Wednesday. 
Sciola said that the purpose 
of the letter to the fraternities 
· was to get people to "stop for 
a second and think." In tht 
letter, Sciola said he is "realistic'· 
According to Sciola, "several 
chapters ate considering not 
having alcohol at all," for Bids 
Nice festivities, but he declined 
to specify those fraternities in 
question. 
Soine Greeks scoffed at Sci-
)o1a's Bids Nice proposals, but 
most tended to share the opin-
ion of Alpha Gamma Rho Pres-
idem Yong Ku Yu, who said that 
the plan is "a step in the right · 
direction." 
Several fraternities declined 
to comment on the .matter. 
"Most Greeks · realize that 
times are changing," said Sciola, 
"and that it's fallen to them to 
break the tradition, which isn't 
~lways a pleasant thing to do." 
and that he knows fraternities Th d · · · · · h . · b .. d · h. , b . --b- bl . "will not be able to assure 100 ea mm1strat1on 1s opmg 1 s mg t wont ea eer · ast. 
percent adherence" to the plan. _ _.i.(~S~h~er~r~i~F~l~ic~k~e~p~h~o~to~)L_ __ _.c, ____________ _ 
·.FRIDAY, FE8~UARY 12 
EUROPEAN INTERNATIONAL CAFE- Experience 
European C':]-lture and enjoy a world of good company. _Main-
Lounge, Smith Hall, 3-5, p.m. . , · 
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR- ''New Hu.1nan Ret-
roviruses in West Africa: New AIDS Epidemic?" Richard 
Marlink, Harvard School of Public Health. Alumni Center. 
4p.m. 
SAT(!RDAY, FEBRUARY 13 
NHMEA SOLO · AND ENSEMBLE FESTIVAL- For 
. informatio.µ ca.11 Sophia Balstos, 862-7711 or 357-2351, 8 
am - 5 pm. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL- vs. Hartford. Field House, 3 p.m. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE HORNS RECITAL- French Horn 
Ensemble. Bratton Recitall Hall, Paul Arts, 4 p:m. 
WRESTLING·- vs. Boston University, Springfield, Howard, 
Maine. Field House, 6 p.m. • . : _ 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY- vs. Boston College. Snively; 7 p_.m. 
CELEBRITY SERIES- The Alexander String Quartet. 
Johrison Theater, Paul Ans, 8 p::m. Ticket Information: 862- · 
2290. . -
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14 
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES- Kathleen Wilson Spillane, 
soprano, with Robert Stibler, trumpet, John Skefton, organ; 
Robert Eshvsch, violin, and Larry Veal, cello. U n-jversity 
Art Galleries, Paul Arts, 3 p.m. · · · 
MUSO FILM- "Vertigo." Strafford Room, MUB,. 7 and 9:30 
p.m.Lstudents $1, general $2. · . 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15 / 
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE- Give From Your Heart to 
Celebrate Valentine's Day. Granity State Room, MUB, noon 
to 5 p.m. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL- vs. Fairfield. Field House, 7:30 
p.m. 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16 .-
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE- Granite State l oom, MUB, 
noon to 5 p.m. , . 
LECTURE- "Rethinking United States - Latin American 
Policy," Dr. Abraham F. Lowenthal, Professor of Intematfonal 
Relations, University of Southern California: Hillsbo-
rough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 4-5:30 p.m. 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY- vs. Vermont. Snively, 7 'p.~. 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH- MUB Film Series, "Two. 
Families: African and American." Hillsborough Roo~, MUB,. · 
8p.m. · 
UNIVERSITY THEATER~ "In the Shadow of the Glen." , 
an'd "The Well of the Saints.''. Two plays by John Millington 
Synge, dealing with Irish· peasantry. Hennessy Theater, -Paul 
Arts, 8 p.m. UNH students/faculty/alumni and seniors $4, -
~eneral J 5. . · x 
.. • . CALENLA.R INFORMATION MUST" BE SUBMITTED TO . ,; . 
.THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
, ( Observe deadlines on proper forms) _ 
The New Hampshire (OSPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly 
throughout the academic year. Our offices are loeated in Room 151 of the Memorial 
Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: Monday-
Friday 10am-3pm. Academic year subscription: $24.00. Thi~d class postage 
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Adverti~·ers should check their ads the first ·day. 
The New Hampshire will in no case be· responsible for typographical or other 
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment in which a typographical 
error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes 
to The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed 
:Per issu¢ by Journal Tribune, Biddeford. Maine. 
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CHEMISTRY INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANCE 
OFFICE: A speci~l tutoring service for general 
chemistry courses located in Room G112 d Parsons 
Hall, staffed by chemistry graduare teaching 
assistants tutoring students in chemistry 403, 404, 
and 405. Instructional materials will be available. 
Hours: Monday - Thursday, 1-2 p.m. and 5-7 p.m.; 
Fridays, 1-2 p.m. and Tuesdays and Thursdays 8:30 
- 9:30 a.m. 
CAREER 
The following are sponsored by Career Planning 
and Placement: . 
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Need help 
• with your, career direction? Small-group workshop 
is designed to help you assess skills, interests, calues 
and career goals. Tuesday, February 16, Room 203, 
Huddleston,. 4:30-6:30 p.m. Sign-up basis only in 
Room 203, Huddleston. 
RESUME WORKSHOP: Tips and techniques on 
writing a marketable resume. Thursday, February 
18, Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 4-5 p.m. 
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP: Are you making the 
most of your job ·search? Learn about different 
ways to help you uncover possibilities in you field. 
Thursday, February 18, Forum Room, Dimond 
Library, 7-8 p.m. 
GENERAL 
INFORMAL WORKSHIP FOR UNH STU-
DENTS: Sponsored by United Campus Ministry . . 
Prayer, scripture reading, singing. Sundays, Chapel 
of Education Building, Community Church, 4:30-
5 p.m. Open to all. 
B.R.E.A.K. (Bag It, Relax, Eat and Connect): 
Students who are di.vorced, separated, or just 
thinking about it are invited to meet for sharing -
discussion. Stop in for at least an hour; bring your 
lunch. mondays, Non-Traditional Student Center, 
Pettee House, 11:30-.1:30 p.m. Information: 862-
3647 . 
BIBLE STUDY FOR WOMEN (ONLY): Sponsored 
by United Campus Ministry. From a feminist point 
of view. Tuesdays, Waysmeet, 15 Mill Road, 7-
8 p.m. · 
~SCAPE TO MADEIRA: Sponsored by Program 
Committee, Dimond Library. Professor Donald 
Silva of the Thompson School will speak about 
his research in Madeira. Slides will be shown. 
Monday, February 15, Forum Room, Lirary, noon 
to 1 p.m. 
VALENTINE'S DAY BAG LUNCH: Sponsored. 
by Non-Traditional Student Center. Join friends 
and future friends to celebrate the day of hearts 
over lunch. Bring your lunch, we'll have beverages. 
Monday, February 15, Non-Traditional Student 
(f!nter. Pettee House, noon to 2 p.m. 
GO~R_ME~T ~!NNERS: Sponsored by Hotel 
Admrn1strat1on. The Pursuit of Excellence - An 
O~ympic Tra?ition," a seven course gourmet diriner 
with cocktail hour; and entertainment. Created 
by _students of the Hotel Administration Program. 
Frida_y, february 26 and Saturday, February 27, 
Gr~n1te State Room, MUB, 6:15 p.m. Tickets go 
on sale Tuesday, February 16 at MUB Ticket Office, 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m., M-F. 
STRE.SS MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES WORK-
SHOP: Sponsored by Non-Traditional Student 
Center. Presented by UNH Health Education and 
• Pr'?mot~on Office'. Life can by a hectic chall~nge 
.of Jugglmg roles and responsibilities for the non-
traditional student. Get some tips on making "the 
balancing ~c~" a bit easier. Tuesday, February 16, 
Non-Tradmonal Student Center, PetteeHouse, 
12:30-2 p.m. 
. EQUINE SEM~A~: Sp~>nsored by Dept. of Animal 
Sc1enc(;!s. Maqone Ktttredge, Windrush Farm. 
Therapeutic riding programs for the disabled. 
Tuesday, February 16, Light Horse Classroom, 
Horsebarn, 4:10-5 p.m. Open to public. 
JA YLENO; COMEDIAN IN CONCERT: Spon-
sored by SCOPE. Wednesday, February 17, Field 
House, 8 p.m. ( doors open at 7: 15 p.m.) UNH 
students $8.50, general and at door $11.50. Tickets 
at MUB Ticket Office, M-F, 10-4 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1988 
RENT AL HOUSING WORKSHOPS: Sponsored 
by Commuter/Transfer Center. F6r information 
on making the transition from dorm life to an 
apartment or house, join us at our workshops. 
Information includes, where to look and amount 
of rents. Tuesday, February 17, Main Lounge,Jessie 
Doe. Thursday, February 18, Main Lounge; Devine. 
All workshops from 7-8:30 p.m. · 
SPAIN - CULTURE NIGHT: Sponsored by Smith 
Hall International Center. Join us in celebrating 
the culture of Spain. Thursday, february 18, Main 
Lounge, Smith Hall, 8 p.m., free. 
CONCERT OF IRISH TRADITIONAL MUSIC: 
Sponsored by UNH Country Dancers. With Patrick 
Street, featuring contemporary legends from the 
Bothy Band, Planxty, and De Dannan. Sunday, 
February 28, Ric}:lards Au.ditorium, Murkland,, 
7 p.m., students $3, general $8. Tickets at MUB 
Ticket Office, 862-2290. 
FOURTH ANNUAL WOMEN'S COMMISSION 
AWARD: Spon~ored by UNH President's Com-
mission on the Status of Women. Nominations 
are requested to honor a person who has contributed 
signific;antly to advancing the status of women 
at UNH .. This award has been established to 
encourage further efforts in promoting equity for 
women in the UNH community. The award will 
be presented during Women's Hiscury Program, 
March 2. Send nominations of student, faculty, 
or staff members to UNH President's Commission 
on the Status of Women, Batcheller House bv 
February 22. Inform<;1t'ion: Women's Commissior{, 
862-1058. 
HEALTH 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING 
(OPEN) : For individuals concerned about their 
drink'ing or drug use. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wed-
nesdays and Thursd~ys, Health Service Center, 
noon to 1 p.m. 
SMOKE-STOP. CLINIC: A clinic for individuals-
who would like to quit smoking. Sunday, February 
14 and Tuesday, February 16, Conference Room, 
Health Service Center, 7 p.m. 
, I • . 
CPR DEMONSTRATION: Sponsored by Health 
Services. Wednesday, F~bruary 24, Conference 
Room, Health Service Center, 7 p.m. 
AL- ANON (OPEN) MEETING: Individuals 
affected by another's use of alcohol or other drugs. 
MOndays, Room 106,James, noon to 1 p.m. 
MEETINvS 
,,,..COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE 
MEETING: An organization composed of students, 
staff and community members working for a safer 
nuclear free world. Wednesdays, Fo.rum Room 
Library, 7 p.m. - ' 
"TAKE BACK THE NIGHT" ORGANIZATION-
AL MEETING: Sponsored by Women's Center. 
· Meet to make plans. Monday, February 15, Room 
1 lOA, MUB, 6:30 p.m. 
HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: Will discuss 
2-phase, Tuesday, February 16,. Light Horse 
Classroom, 6 p.m. 
ASIAN-AWARENESS GROUP MEETING: A 
new organization formed to bring together the 
Asia•n minorities on can:ipus. To provide a positive 
. experience for those of commmon background and 
bring about an awareness on campus. Tuesday, 
February 16, Hanover Room; MUO, 7:30-8:30 p.in. 
UNIVERSITY COMPUTING 
NON-CREDIT COURSES are free of charge. 
Register online on the VAX/ VMS systems by 
entering the command "TRAINING" at the VMS 
command level prompt ($). CUFS users should 
· tab down to Other Services on the menu and itype 
"TRAINING". Call 3667 to register if you do not 
have access to the above. All classes held in Stoke 
Cluster Classroom unless othe~wise stated. · 
HARD DISK MANAGEMENT: The basics of how 
to create and use DOS tree-structured directories 
as an aid to the or>ganization of data and programs 
for a hard •, dis_k system. Backing up and restoring 
hard disk files are also explained. Prerequisite: 
MS-DOS or equivalent experience. Tuesday, 
February 16 and Thursday, February 18; 9 a.m. 




worry of the world 
By Duncan McEachern sard. 
The people of the Earth are Acrnrdlng to Fornos, in Mex-
reproducing at such a rate it may ico, a cornpre~ensive plan to 
lead to our demise, according change the attitudes of Mexican 
to Werner Pornos, president of men toward the USC Qf condoms 
the Population Institute. For- has s~cceeded in decr(;,1sing the 
nos, an authority · on global birth rate there. 
population, said too many peo- "There is a definite feelii-1g 
pie on the planet is leading to among women of these coun-
destruction of our natural re- tries that they wish to have less 
sources and atmosphere. children," Pornos said. 
"Overpopulation is a greater Pornos said India is an exam-
threa t to world security than ple of how overpopulation can 
the threat of nuclear war," put pre,ssure on natural re~our-
·Fornos said to an audience in ces. 
Parsons Hall on Wednesday. The population i,n India is 
Pornos said the burden of overflowing into the country 
feeding the. world's population, of Nepal, Pornos . said. This 
which he predicts will reach l O forces the farmers of Nepal back 
million in just 50 years, will be into the mountains where•they 
impossible. These people will . must attempt to clear and cul-
be roaming the earth in search · tivate the land. 
of food and shelter, crea.ting a · Because they have r-emoved 
threat to global security, said trees in the process, the land 
Pornos. · becomes eroded when flooding 
Fornos said Third World occurs. Pornos said this erosion 
nations are the biggest ·contrib- is creating vast, .new deserts in 
utors to the overpopulation these parts of the world, render-
problem. _ ing the land useless. 
"Ninety-two percent of all The Earth's atmosphere may 
births in the world today are also be al~ered by what scientists 
occurring in these countries," call the "greenhouse effect," 
Pornos said. "While the indus- Pornos said. He said the dra-
trial nations of the world have matic increases in the number 
had normal birth rates." of people, along with the reduc-
According to Pornos, the tions in th.e tropical hardwood 
proble~s which stem _from forests, have a'dded to the 
having 90 million new births · amount of carbon-dioxide in the 
every year are complex and will atmosphere. With the contin-
become threa·tening to the uing destruction of the ozone 
wodd's resources if it is allowed layer, the sun's rays will be 
to continue. absorbed by carbon dioxide 
Pornos gave several expla- molecules to produce a heating 
' nations for the causes of the of the earth, like a greenhouse. 
geometric birth rates in coun-~ 
tries of the Third World. Pornos also said the "fresh 
"Many of the societies are water demand is increasing at / . 
polygamous, with one male an unprecedented rate." 
impregnating many females. "The disastrous environmen-
Some young women are married tal, economic and social conse-
at age thirteen and will produce quences can be minimized be-
children until they are no longer cause the solution to rapid 
physically capable," he said. . growth exists," said Pornos. · 
Pornos added that since infant "While family planning ef-
mortality is high, couples will ficiency, effectiveness and safety 
compensate by producing many can all be improved, we have 
more children. the,.technology to prevent .de-
Fornos placed some of the mographic disaster; the ques-
. blame on the Catholic Church tion is, do we have the commit-
for discouraging planned par- me n t to a cc el er ate its 
enthood iri these m1derdeve- availability." 
loped countries. In regards to Pornos feels the solutions to 
the Pope, Pornos said, i'He (the combat the problems-of over-
Pope) has a tremendous ability population on the earth are 
to do good. I am saddened to evident. 
hear the fact that the church Pornos said it is largely the 
· feels that modern birth control responsibility of the public to 
is eviL" voice their concerns about the 
Pornos said the Vatican's population problem t-o th.eir 
proposals of using the "rhythm representauives in Washington 
method," where couples have and get them to act. 
· intercourse based on the pr.e- Before joining the Population 
dieted period of female ovula- Institute in 1978, Pornos served 
tion, or si,mply abstaining from as a management consultant on 
sex are not realistic options for family_ planning programs for 
. the people ot these countries. International Development, the 
Pornos said abortion is not a American Public Health Asso-
measure of planned parenthood ciation and Westinghouse 
.,, but rather a failure to plan. Health Systems. In addition, he 
..., Pornos said several national worked on family planning and 
ca~paigns of planned p~rent- population projects for Tunisia, 
hood have worked in some Bangledash, Sri Lanka, Mexico, 
countries. On the island of Bali and the Philippines. The Pop-
the town bell rings at 5,;-00 p.m. ulation Institute is a private 
every day co remind , women to non~profit organization. 
rake their oirth control pill, he 
,- f r • J "Y 
I• l • ' 
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Big time Wheeler and dealer 
By Mike R. Guilbault 
WSBE senior Mark Wheeler -
recently received the opporrun-
i ty of a lifetime in his recent 
appointment to the seven 
member national staff of AISEC, 
the International Association 
of Students in Economics and 
Commerce. 
During his one year as a paid 
national staff member, Wheeler 
will have the tasks of fundrais-
ing and job-raising for the 
international exchange pro-
gram, operated by the organ-
ization. 
This program is a reciprocal · 
job trading opportunity for 
students in the 64 countries 
involved worldwide. Wheeler 
will represent AISEC to Amer-
ican firms and wm attempt to 
secure jobs for foreign students 
who qualify. 
These students will come to 
America, work in their respec-
- rive positions, and learn about 
American business and culture. 
Since the agreement is a recip-
rocal one, every job Wheeler 
generates here in America for 
a . foreign student gives one 
qualified American student the 
opportunity to work in a 
business-related _job abroad. 
Wheeler said rh~r he is ho-
nored by his recent appointment 
and feels it will be a positive 
work experience. 
"Ir's a fantastic opportunity, 
I'll be working with e.xecutives 
from IBM, AT&T and Avon," 
said Wheeler. 
The UNH chapter of AISEC 
is one of 63 chapters nationwide, 
said Wendy Hannan, member 
of AISEC-UNH. The associa-
tion, with its 64 western, east-
-em, and third ~world countries 
ha-s its international headquar-
ters in Brussels, Belgium, she 
said. 
AISEC countries include 
France, the U nired Kingdom, 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and 
South Africa - where they are 
breaking ground as the only bi-
racial organization in the coun-
try, according to Hannan. 
This February, Wheeler along 
with Hannan, will be two of 
seven representatives for the 
entire United States during 
AISEC's annual International 
Congress. 
The congress, held in a dif-
ferent country each year, is to 
be held in Boston in 1988, said 
Wheeler. It will include over 
400 representatives_. from 67 
co1:1ntries worldwide, he said. 
This year, among those coun-
tries involved in the congress, 
are the USSR and China, who 
may be interested in joining the 
ranks of AISEC., If they decide 
they are interested, the countries 
may submit applications to be 
reviewed by the international 
staff jn Brussels, according to 
Hannan. · 
o ·nly seven to ten persons 
may attend the congress from 
any one country, thus it is a 
prestigious hon,or to have the 
U n_iversity represented by two 
students. 
One of the main purposes of 
the congress will be to process 
the numerous applicati6'ns sub- . 
mitred by qualified students 
worldwide in order that the best 
individual be chosen for each 
available position, said Hannan. 
Other purposes for the meet-
ing are to review and upgrade 
current AISEC legislation, and 
io provide a cultural exchange 
to promote increased interna-
tional awareness for those in-
vohed, s.he said. The congress 
promises to be an educational 
and informative event for all 
involved. · 
'_{'his woman had some information to share as people filed 
mto the Grafton room to hear presidential candidate Robert 
Dole speak. (Peter Tamposi photo) 
THE FAR SIDE 
Money granted to ·studv schools 
By GARY LARSON 
I By Sharon Heller The New Hampshire AI~ 
liance for Effective Schools was 
recently awarded a $181,000 
grant from the Gov.ernor~s 
Initiative for Excellence in 
Education which will be used 
to conduct an 18-month survey 
of 15-New Hampshire public 
schools. 
In addition to the grant, the 
Alliance has received $100,000 
of funding from foundations arid 
other sources. 
The survey will _ evaluate the 
public school system and q_eter-
mine how it measures up to 
other systems nationally. 
The Alliance was prompted 
by a University of New Hamp-
shire conference, hosted in April 
1986 by Richard Hersh, the 
UNH Vice-President for Aca-
demic Affairs. Roland Kimball, 
UNH interim Associate Grad-
uate School Dean and cha·irper-
so n of the Alliance, said that 
the main reason for the Alliat1ce 
is "to find our exactly what c~n 
Qma. 
TRAVEL 
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- Language Courses. Int '.I St~dent ID. 
Youth Hostel Passes.EURA IL Passes 
. issued on the spot! 





be done to upgrade the quality 
of the New Hampshire public 
schools." 
Responsible for choosing the 
·/ 15 schools in which ' the survey 
· 
1
will b~ held ~s a special sele_ct-ion 
committe. Tfiis committee will 
•choose from the Ney.; Hamp-
shire public schools that apply. 
The selected schools, will repres-
ent a cross-section of New 
Hampshire including small 
towns and big cities. 
"The Alliance will look at the 
characteristics of the s~hools -
-if the drop rare is high, that 
will indicate an area we must 
work on," Kimball said. 
He said, "The purpose of the 
· alliance is to take a look at what 
those better schools are doing 
and use that information to 
make the others more effective." 
"Also, it is very possible that 
differences may result from 
curriculum or the way students 
are assigned. We must- re-
examine these areas and hlo 
things differently to improve 
COFFIN 
(conti1;med from page 1) 
everyone is safe," Coffin said. 
"Third, we must use the 
money saved in order to put the 
botrorn rung of America's eco-
nomic ladder back on its feet." 
According to Coffin, it is the 
responsibility of local peace 
movements to band people 
together and educate their fel-
low Americans. He said, "Peace 
is patriotic.._.we've got to seize 
the rime." 
-He added, "We're at a cruc-ial 
period of history. Nat ions al-
ways seem to do the right thing 
after they have exhausted a:ll 
of the alternatives. I think we 
have exhausted· all of our alter-
natives. That's why I'm her:e." 
According to Cqffin, Soviet 
premier Mikhail Gorbachev is 
a rare phen-omenon in Russian 
history. Traditionally, Russian 
them," he said. 
- The Alliance includes repre-
sentatives of the New Hamp-
shire School Administrators 
Ass'ociation, the New Hamp-
shire Associations of School 
Principal, the New Hampshire 
chapte~ of the American Fed- · 
eration of Teachers, the Bus-
iness and Industry Associatio.n 
of New Hampshire School Vo-
lunteers Program, the s·tate 
chapter of the National Edu-
cation Association and the New 
Hampshire Congress of Parents 
and Teachers. 
Also represented are the New 
~ Hampshire Charitable Fund, the 
State Board of Education, the 
New Hampshire Department 
ofEducation, the Governor's 
Office, New · Hampshire House 
and Senate Committees on 
education, and Keene S,tate 
College, Plymouth State College 
and the· University of New 
Hampshire. 
reformers rarely come along, 
he said. · 
They do not last too long and 
usually they are followed by 
some sort of~counterreforma-
tion, he said. "Maybe we should 
be doing everything to help this 
man and we should act fast." 
"It is encouraging that all the· 
democratic candidates are for 
arms control and want to ree-
valuate American foreign policy. · 
It is one of those rare moments." 
Coffin spoke highly of ,Rev. 
Jesse Jackson in particular, 
saying that he has the uncanny 
ability to "tap native intelli-
. gence." 
When asked about interna-
tional CIA covert acrivity, Coffin 
stated that the CIA has had "one 
long, disastrous history" and 
that none of these activities have 
been beneficial to the country 
as a whole. He also added that 
there is no reason for CIA 
recrmtment on campus. 
"Beats me how they dld it ... I got the 
whole thing at a garage sale for five 
bucks - and that included the stand." 
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I rn==~ I f,1 n . all about!. 
· 
1 I A ·. LI __ • I · · · There are jobs ava~lable · 
. I '. "Where Dining Is A_ Pleasure." . I for anyone interested' in 
n n the newspaper- · . 
:· ' ujj mm· g>AAJ. C DOW 1-IOlr:E. .. . . I u . l-1- · . . ~. I· -•Graphics 
· ff n •Photography · 
, U Celebrate Valentine's Day with · ,g 
I ·. . ·· · a rose for joor sweetheart . I • Reporters · I • Typists .. 
I RESTAURANT ~d TAVERN • ORCA 1840 n . Stop by Room 151 in the MUB I · Old Dover Road. Newington. NH 603-436-~236 · t · tO fill out an aJ?plication . 
... B·ECOME A 
STUDENT 
TRUSTEE 
* · represe~t UNH, Plymouth & Keene State on 
. The University System's Board of Trustees . 
. * · A vote for -students 
* · Develop Le~ad~rship skills , 
Applications now available in ~the Student Senate · Office,, 
R9om 130 MUB, More inf q call 862-1.494 . 
Application Deadline · Monday-tr ebruary 22, 1988 
' _/ 
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New assoc. dean has Health plans 
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· Pettee Brook Lane · 
Barham • m-5634 
Mon.-Fri. 10-5 •Sat.'! 1-3 
By Suzanne Kingsbury 
Phyllis Hoff, associate pro-
fessor of physical education, was 
recently appointed associate 
dean of Health Studies at UNH. 
When asked about her new 
position, Hoff said she was 
energetic and enthusiastic about 
her ne_w position. 
She said she is very interested · 
in working closely with the 
students and faculty. She is 
hoping to work ·at revising and 
creating new courses for the 
Health Studies department. 
One of Hoff's .many respon-
sibilities is the ,-counseling of 
indiv-idual students especially 
those who are undeclared in the 
area of Health Studies. She deals 
wit:h a broad range of students 
from those students involved 
in the honors program to those 
students who need help academ-
COMPREHENSIVE 40· HOUR COURSE 
Prepare For The Real Estate Professi<:_n and NH License'·Exam 
FREE first class-Tuition includes text 
• Ap'proved by N.H. Real Estate Commission 
Make up classes always available 
Classes meet weekly - Mornings, Evenings or Saturdays 
MANCHESTER NASHUA PORTSMOUTH CONWAY 
CONCORD CLAREMONT PLYMOUTH 
· ,-KEENE PETERBORO EXETER 
also . .. Brattleboro, White River Junc-tion and other locations 
WEEKEND -REVIEW CRASH c·ouRSE 
FOR FEBRUARY 27th EXAMINEES 
Friday 6:30 - 10 pm and Saturday and Sunday 8:30 - 6 pm 
Exclusively to prepare you for the broker/salespersol'ls exam. 
llllll11!1!1111i111 1l!IIII ''' .'.I:iil1iiiiiiiiii I 
FEBRUARY f2,·-13, 14 -FEBRUARY 19, 20, 2l .. 
f · Manchester · - - ·Manchester, Stratham/Portsmouth 
White River Junction 
ically. ·. pos1tioris before and is very 
In terms of Freshman Orien- excited about a position such 
ration programs, she wants to as this.''! . 
help new students understand She, said there is a good sense 
the demands of the academics · of open communication be-
in college and to help the tween new Dean Roger Ritvo, 
, students see that they cannot department executives, and 
slide by, doing minimal work, herself. All share the respon-
as they might have d9ne in high - sibilities equally, and· a new 
school. ~ . freshness, good feeling and 
Personally, Hoff has "dipped attitude prevades, she said. 
in and out of adn:iip.istrative 
.. •► •• 01 -• ... 
I ·wuNH will be broadcastillg 
~ the hockey game between 
n Boston College and UNB 
~ on Sat~y, Pebrury 13th ~ 
U at' 7 p.m. , ff 
'ft u 











may purchase a book for $5._ 
MUB 125 
NeRi~KS P-· CCIS'°" .... INTfO 5'00TS,0£AR 
T-Shirts 
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
• Plus Hundreds of Specialty · Advertising Items · 
In-House Art Dept. 
603/ 431.-8319 
Aut_u nJn_Po_nd Park, Rt. 1.91 Greenland, f\l.H. . 
]k Sale 1, On! 
51 Ceres St. • Portsmouth. NH • 603-436-2436. 
345 Fore St. • Portland, ME • 207-773-7784 
DURHAM HOUSE OF PIZZA 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
\mr is the time to rrnike' 
~our choice. Because 
, ewry .\rtCan·ed college 
ring - from h,mdsome 
traditional to contem-
porary styles-,- is on sale 
no.\\·~ You'll be impressed 
\\·ith the fine . \rtCan:ed · 
· craftsmanship that's 
hacked hy a Full Lifetime 
· Warranty .. .\nd you'll 
appreciate the sm'ings. , · 
Don't miss out~ · 
lbe-Quali~J: . 
lbe Cr{(ftsmansb1/J. 







, __ DATE: Feb_. 8, 9, 10 
TIME: 10:00AM - 3:00PM 
PLACE: _University of N.H. Bookstore 
< l!IKi .-\rf('arwd ('lass Uings. 






lT IS TIME FOR YOU TO HA VE 
J ' \ • 
YOUR _SENIOR PORTRAIT 
TAKEN FOR THE 
1988 GRANITE YEARBOOK 
SIGN-. UPS 
BEGIN THE WEEK OF ,:FEBRUARY I 
YOU MAY . STOP BY THE GRANITE 
OFFICE ANYTIME 
- . 
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 
PICTURES 
WILL BEGIN FEBRUARY 15 AND 
, .. 
WILL RUN THROUGH FEBRUARY 26 
IF YOU HAVE ANY. QUESTIONS 
PLEASE ·CONTACT 
THE GRANITE, OFFICE AT 862-1599 
·THIS IS YOUR LAST 
. . .. . 
OP_PORTUNITY TO BE 
IN YOUR YEARBOOK. 
/ 
Now is your -chance to talk about 
, .MA-NAGEMEIIT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
with OSCO ·DRUG 
Bost,on Metropolitan Area 
an1d New Hampshire 
Looking for a management career and a-company th.at can 
put your talents, sk-ills and drive on the road to success? Our 
company is one of the largest retail drug chains in the na-
tion. We have 650 stores l0cated in 27 states and annual sale~ 
in excess of 3 billion dollars. Our entry level management 
trainee pmgrani offers you valuable , merchandising ,: ex-
perience and .the development of supervisory leadership 
skills. If you p0s$ess drive, enthusiasm and enjoy a challenge, 
we have the career you've been waiting for. 
. We offer an exceJlent starting salary. At the completion of our 
6-9 months training program you will progress to the next level 
in our management program and earn in excess of $23,000 
including a bonus program and a comprehensive benefits 
package: 
• full health insurance 
• life insurance 
• disability pay plan 
• ·dental plan 
· • profit sharing 
•· emplo·yee 
discount . 
• and more! · 
Find out more about a management career at Osco Drug. 
· We will be on campus for a presentation: 
/ ' 
· Monday, February 15th 
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Kearsarge Room in the New England Center 
We will be back on campus Monday, February 22nd to con-
, duct the initial interviews. ' 
'if you are unable to attend, prease send letter or resume to: 
' Osco Drug · 
Recruiting Department 
· r1818 Swift Drive 
Oak. Brook, IL 60521 






(continued from page 1) 
and their ·own adviser isn't 
accessible." 
Kelly said these students can go co a meeting at the beginning 
of each semester to get infor-
mation about the department. 
This alleviates a great deal of 
confusion when it comes to the 
department for non-WSBE ma- ' 
jors. . 
Chris Benecick, a sophomore 
Politcal Science major, who 
switched from WSBE co Polit-
ical Science, said he found WSBE 
advising to be clearly defined 
bur Political Science co be some-
what different. "I wouldn't call 
ir advising, I ·think it's more of 
just getting a signature," said 
Benecick. · 
A department that has found 
problems accomodating stu-
dents is Communications. "We 
have a large number of majors 
( 400) and a limited number of 
permanent faculty (7 )," said 
Barbara Montgomery,_ chairper-
son of the department. Many 
advisers nave ocher responsi-
bilities which has left some 
members of the department 
with huge· numbers of student 
advisees. 
· Montgo~ery said. the depart-
me nr will be expanding next 
semester and there will be a 
redistribµtion of students 
_am6ng advisers which will htdp 
lessen the problem. 
Montgomery added that the 
department is bouncing around 
different ideas such as institut-
ing a student advising group, 
hiring an administrative assist-
ant co just do advising, and to 
make the requirements within 
the department more specific 
which .will clear up misconcep-
tions-for students. 
, Dean of Student Affairs 
Gregg Sanborn said there are 
more fundamental issues than 
Let Kin~o's h~lp organize and 
distribute your supplementary 
class materials this term. 
the problem of advising such _k·1n•_·· o·s® as the numbers of students, ft 
dema~ds for general education Great copie~. Great people. 
requirements, and scheduling. 
"Oversubscribing in classe's has 51 Main St. 
Pur more of a burden on teachers D h N H ur am, .. as far as advising," said Sanborn. 
Sanborn said that the admin- 868-6322 
istration recognized the prob- ----~"'""'"l"'--------
lem and it is being looked at the 
dean's level. 
Montgomery said redistribu,. 
tion of students and clarifying 
requirements may help but 
"adding faculty is the best way 
· to combat_ it (advising prob-
. lems)." · 
BUSINESS· MANAGER 
GAIN ~HANDS ON EXPERIENCE 
~ ii 
AND MARKETABLE SKILLS 
* MANAGE CASH FLOWS IN 
EXCESS OF $1.5 MILLI-ON 
* ADMINISTER BUDGETS 
TOTALING $750,000 
* OVERSEE TEN STUDENT - RUN 
ORGANIZATIONS 
* ACADEMIC CREDIT AVAILABLE 
* PAID POSITION 
TAKE THE PLUNGE AND LEARN, VALUABLE 
LEADERSHIP SKILLS MANAGING THE 
STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE 
PICK UP AN APPLICATION 
IN ROOM 124l\ATTHEMUB 
or call 862-1305 Deadline Wed. Feb. 17 
ICE CREAM success in terms of money then 
(continued from page -S) it definitely has to be _moved 
where there is more exposure," 
shop,'.' she said. · · No c:iecisions have been made 
She said Pisrach1o's has in- involving the use of the space 
rroduced gourmet soda, juices, Pistachio's now occupies. Clem-
spring water, gourmet ice ons and O'Brien both recom-
cream, gourmet bars, and "froze mended study ·space. 
fruit." Froze fruit has "really · · MUB Board member Jay 
taken off," she said. . Gould said, "I abstained because 
She cited an increased number there wasn't any material pres-
of businesses in•the MUB as well ented bef9rehandat the meeting 
as a decrease in Pub attendance by Dave O'Brien for me to look 
as reasons for the decrease in at to ma)<e an important deci-
sales. sion on." 
She said . the move would Gould said the change would 
increase sales but that the decrease flavors, and that the 
identity of Pistachio's would b~ present Pistachio's location is_ 
lost. "I think these factors have g(imd. He said the vote in theory 
to be weighed and the best was good, but that the decision 
choice has to be made," she said . . was _ hasty without written sub-
She said. "If you think of stantiation for the 'action. 
Examine the Possibilities • · 
··A CAREER 
IN CYTOTECHNOLOGY 
The diagnosis of cancer and benign disease 
., through the microscopic evaluation of ceHs. 
A Great Way To Use A Background In 
Colfege -Biology 
For an informational packet contact: 
NCIII .. ·school of Cytotechnology r ~T DeGoosbriand Unit . Burlington, Vermont 05401 · 





New London, N.H. 
Telephone Orders Welcome . &03-526-2828 
~pen 9 A.M. - 5 P.M. EVERY DAY _ 
. l!Alii;?K~ 
UNLIMITED 
. A d Skin Core For The Fornily Ho1r n 
35 Main SL • Durham -
868-7051 







.Fast Times Fp.r Less With 
, __ 'GUNSTOCK'S 
,'TWOFER TUESDAYS 
--~AND~THURSDAYSTOO! ··~:,-
2 Lift Tickets for the Price of One! 
S~i for half price on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
when ycm bring a friend a·nd ·the coupon 
he.low to Gunstock's Ticket -Window. 
Gunstock is less · than one hours drive· 
from the UNH Campus, so fmd a friend 
a.nd -_ski for only $10 apiece. o.n non-, 
. holiday· Tuesdays ·and Thursdays. 
Offer not valid on February lµ & 18, 1988 
· Present lJNH LD, at time of purchase · 
· Ski For Half Price On 
·1woFER TUESDAY 
& THURSDAY TOO! . 
·· Buy qne regular $20 aclult lift ticket 
arid get a second ticket for the same 
,day on any non°holiday Tue·sday or 
. Thursday free! ·. . 
' -Present this coupon and a vaiid UNH I.D. 
at the ticket office for FREE ticket, 
·,, ,_, ' 
• 
A'Positive Point 
· About Bi-east Cancer. 
Now we can see it before 
you can feel it. When it's no 
bigger than the dot on this 
page. 
. _,., And when it's 90% cur-
c::afile ... •With the best chance 
. pfsaving the breast. · 
·· - ". · · The trick is catching it 
.. early. And that's exactly 
what a mammogram can do. 
-. A mammow-am is a sun-
pie x-ray thats siinply the 
best news yet for detecting 
breast cancer. And saving 
lives .. 
· If you're over 35, ask 
your. doctor about 
mammography. 
·_ '. · Give yourself the 





. WE ,HAVE ONLY 




If detected early, 
the cure rate for 
colorectal can<::er is 
very high. · 
Because we .now 
know how to detect 
it early. And we 
know how to fight it 
once we detectit. 






Get a checkup. Life is worth it. \ 
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JAMES STEWART KIM' NOVAK II 
ALFRED HITCHCO·CK'S . 
'VERTIS□· 
CINECOM ENTERTAINMENT GROUP ,1oOFILM GALLERY " iwxm,::,, ,r,1T11GOLDCREST P<t!',m 
' MATEWAN ...... cHRIS COOPER JAMES EARL JONES MARY McDONNELL WILL OLDHAM 
1"1f:ot:wPt()IO,l!>.™• HASKELL WEXLER ""'».<M«'•'-'•fl1NORA CHAVOOSHIAN u.nd8, S0NYA POLONSKY 
"'"'''MASON DARING " '-"""°"AMIR JACOB MALIN MARK BALSAM JERRY SILVA 
~ "'ffl.((D!IT PEGG~~!~S,.K!:~M_~~G-IE_R~~ =~ :--n~ -:°~: lll!~:,?HN SAYLES Cinecom 
Strafford Room 
.,.. ...................... ~~ ...... ,....,.... ..... ..,.;..___,_:_.~ 
I , 
! 
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·1t's unbelievable how 
, some people collect 
firewood. · · · ~ 
They saw down signs. · 
Hatchet trees. Even hack apart 
picnic tables. 
- · And tragically, repeated 
vandalism has forced many 
areas to be closed permanently. 
What will it 'take to k~ep our 
respect for our national forests 
-_ from going up in smoke?. -
Simple determination. 
A commitment to ourselves · 
to isolate the few who come to 
. abuse the forests. 
· And a commitment to our 
young people to help them 
appreciate.the forest for what 
it really is. A-priceless and 
unparalleled gift. · . · 
. At the Forest Service, we 
believe that miracles can 
take root. When people 
care enough. 
Give a hoot. 
Don't poll~te. 











Seattle FilmWorks has adapted Kodak's profes-
sional Motion Picture film for use in your 35mm 
camera. Now you can use the same film -with 
the same fine grain and rich color saturation -
Hollywood's top studios demand. Its wide 
exposure latitude is perfect for everyday shots. 
You can capture special effects, too. Shoot it in 
bright or low light-'-at up to 1200 ASA. What's 
more, it's economical. And remember, Seattle 
Film Works lets you choose prints or slides, or 
both, from the same roll. 
Try thi~ remarkable film today! · o19a7 SFW 
---------------FREI: Introductory Offer □ RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of Kodak 
MP film for my 35mm camera. I'd like a 2-roll 
starter pack including Eastman 5247® and 
5294~ F.nclosed is $2 for postage and handling. 
10096 Satisfaction Guaranteed · 2 471 
•-----------• NAME 
'I ADDRESS 
I CITY STATE ZIP 
I Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks, 500 3rd Ave. W. 
P.O. Box 34056, Seattle, WA 98124 I Kodak, 5247 and 5294'are trademarks of Eastman Kodak Co. Seattle I FilmWorks is wholly separate from the manufacturer. Process ECN-Il 
I. ~= t:lt~rk.:i:~~ed =i~il~fr=,o::r .'::·- - .I 
FOR THE BEST 
DEFENSE AGAINST 
CANCER, SEE YOUR 
'DOCTOR ONCE 
A YEAR AN.D. HIM . 
ONCE A WEEK. 
He !,Ilay not look like every-
body's idea of a cancer specialist. 
But there's strong evidence 
that your greengrocer has 
access to cancer protection you 
won't find in any doctor's office. 
Like broccoli. Peaches. Cante-
loupes. Spinach. And other 
sources of Vitamin A related to 
lowering the risk of cancer of the 
larynx and esophagus. Not to 
mention sweet,potatoes, carrots, ' 
pumpkin, winter squash, toma-
toes, citrus fruits and brussels 
sprouts. 
Vegetables such as cabbage, 
broccoli, brussels sprouts, kohl-
rabi and cauliflower may help 
reduce the risk of gastrointesti-
nal and respiratory tract cancer. 
Fruits and vegetables ( and 
whole grain cereals such as 
oatmeal, bran and wheat) may 
help lower the risk of co~orectal 
cancer. · 
In short, make sure you do 
what your mother always told 
you told~~=bles. 
WCANCER f SOCIETY® 
,. 
Ad No. 0286-G (1 col. x 130 lines) 
This space contributed as a public service. · 
·· .·,-. ·-· ., ::Hf.NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1_988 . 
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Spon.rr,red by Senior Che,/len!(t: , .. 
TIME is ticking and OUR last 
· Semester is ;ruising along! 
But, get psyched, because we're 
going to make your last semester a super one! 
Every Friday, we'll be printing The SENIOR SCOOP. It's·. 
the Class of '88's way of communicating. You'll find out about w/:Jere everyone's working 
when they graduate · · 
who's getting married (scary thought ... ), etc., etc. 
Coming up this week... · 
*For you hopeless/hopeful romantics, treat your date 
to the SENIOR SWEETHEART SUPPER at Benjamin's 
on Valentine's Day. · 
*If you didn't get your Senior Sticker or you have some "poop" for 
the SCOOP, stop by 
our table in the MUB on Monday from 10-2 or call 
Kathy Bain (868-6145) or Paula Gannettes (868-6009) " 
Stay tuned ·for_ next Friday's Senior Saver, Senior Nights Out and Soci~l 
Senior happenings!! · 
SENIOR '88 SAVER 
$1.00 off a SUPER COOKIE 
For Seniors ONLY 
Show your Senior Sticker 
Main St. Durham 
Offer expires Saturday, Feb. 20th 
Put·yo1.1.r· degree : 
. to work 
where it can do 
a world of good~ 
Your first job after graduation 
(\ should offer more than just a 
pay.check. · 
If you·'re graduating· this yee;1r, 
look into a unique opportunity 
· to put your degree ' to work 
where it can do a world of good. 
Look into the Peace Corps .. 
PEACE CORPS INFORMATION SESSION _. 
MONDAY, FEB-. 15, 7 PM SULLI-
VAN ROOM IN THE' MUB 
T alK to volunteers who served in Jamaica and 
Africa. 
,, NOW is the time to apply for SUMMER and · 
~-, ,, FALL· PROGRAMS! , · 
'ONLY 3-DAYS LEFT 
I 
· _ To Buy Tickets for -
Y !!LENO 
-Radio 
. MARR PARENTEAU and BILL 
UNH students- $8.50 
Genera I Public- $11.50· 
17th.-
'"--------------------
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Editorial 
./' ... --------~----------------------------------~--------~--tl 
Pressing issues-
Lately we have seen the resurgence of 
. a recurring trend--press bashing. Recently 
we have seen it in the Gentleman George 
Bush vs. Dapper Dan Rather incident. Bush 
once again evaded the looming Iran-Contra 
question by engaging instead in a seemingly 
pointless shouting match with Rather. 
Ah, but it wasn't pointless after all, was 
it? It .seems Georgy boy came to the 
interview ready to take the offensive (with 
his reference to Rather leaving the air in 
a snit last year) if any mention was made 
of the Iran-Contra issue. Bush and .his 
advisers knew he had to show he had some 
s,emblance of a spine, and they also knew 
tha_t the public would side with him. And 
right they were, with many observers 
expressing sympathy for the •wimpish one, 
and deriding Rather and CBS News for so 
shamelessly "ambushing" (pun intended) 
a lot more offensive to me than Rather's 
attempt to get some answers out of Bush . 
But for the next week or so, all anyone heard · 
was whining about how the big bad press 
picked on poor George ~ush, and how they · 
should leave him alone and write stories 
on how great he looks kissing babies. Bush 
picked up a few points in the po'lls, but then 
he fell and eventually finished third in Iowa. 
And the press had nothing to do with it. · 
press all the time, but look at what he's 
doing. Every time he turns around,' he puts 
his foot in his mouth. It's nor like the media 
is making ·all this stuff up--Bush really does 
say those stupid things and make those 
stup_id faces in- photos. 
But the media isn't just there to point 
out bonehead moves. Who's going to expose 
issues like Watergate, Contragate, and all 
those other Gates out there? The govern-
But I'm not wri~g this editorial to make 
George Bush look bad. He's doing • a pretty 
good job of that himself. Others have 
blamed their -misfortunes on the press. Gary 
Hart tried to base his entire re-entry into 
the Democratic race on the fact that the 
press ha:d done him wrong. It only helped 
him for a few weeks. Now he's really 
~hurting. 
. ment wouldn't have said much if the media 
didn't dig ·deep and bring those issues to 
the surface. Who's supposed to keep an 
_ eye on these powerful people? lf these media 
Dashers had their way, no one would. 
The right to free speech is vital if we 
are to remain a free nation. If these p~ople 
expect a press which looks the o.ther way, 
maybe they should read Pravda. The press 
doe~n't exist to make people feel good. The 
press has a huge responsibility--they have 
to report the news, good or bad. They can't 
worry about public image ( except maybe 
USA Today). They just have to do their 
jobs, and hope somebody appreciates them. 
They don't make everybody happy. Bµt then, 
that's not the point, is it? 
him. -
Of course; next to no- mention was made 
of Bush's remarks after 'the network had 
gone to a ·commercial, in which he said (with 
a microphone still on), "The bastard didn't 
lay a glove on me ... That guy makes Lesley 
Stahl-look 'like a pussy." Now I don't know 
about you, but . those remarks are a hell of 
It's incredible how candidates and other 
public figures use the media fo i publicity 
and what have you, and then turn around 
and cry foul whenever they're portrayed 
in an unfavorable light. These people expect 
the press to sit on their hands and act ' like 
nothing happened whenever something 
negative happens. Take George Bush, for 
example. This guy cries abo\lt getting bad Jay Kumar, News Editor 
Symbol . 
now, the museum has consisted of 
three jammed and dusty storage 
rooms in the Field House. 
6. The new accommadations are not 
plush, they are tasteful. A great deal . 
was accomplished on a very tight 
To the Editor: budget. 
I agree with your observation that The final product is beautiful, 
Thompson -Hall is a symbol of not extravagant. We should not 
history and pride at UNH and that plan mundane results just to avoid 
it is also symbolic of the adminis- criticism. 
tration's attitude toward the student A great deal of the renovation 
body. · is not visible, for it consists of new 
· Please note the most important pipes and• wires which will benefit 
facts about the renovation: the budgets and the efficiency of 
1. For the first time in thre~ the University over the long run. 
gene rt ions classrooms have been The new Thompson Hall is a very 
· returned to Thompson Hall. There p.roper symbol of this great Uni-
are two seminar rooms, a large versity and tp its committment to 
conference room, and a memorial education and service. 
room which have been designated Yours truly, 
for common use. This space ha'd Felix Devito 
· been previously packed tight with · Former Director of Campus Plan-
administ'rators. · ning 
2.Academic support services have 
been introduced into Thompson 
Hall. The entire basement is now 
devoted_ to University Computing 
and is open to the campus commun-
ity. . 
3.The bulding has ·been made 
accessible to the handicapped 
members of the community. the 
renovation has been praised by the 
Governor's Commission on the 
Handicapped. 
4.The front doors of Thompson 
Hall have been open to the general 
'public for the first time_ in gener-
ations. In the past. students entered 
the great from portal of UNH only 
to seek admission. · If they were 
successful then they, like everybody 
else, were relegated to the back door 
or the side door.-The student use 
was for administrative matters and 
it was conducted· in tne most 
uncomfortable of ·environments. 
There were virtually rio academic 
services except for the Vice Pres-
ident for Academic Affairs. 
5.The University museum will be 
moved into Thompson Hall. It will 
have ~wo storage rooms and display 
areas around the building. Until 
Lawless 
To the Editor: 
I am bewildered by the outrage 
of some UNH students to the 
routine checks for underage 
drinkers. It is the legal right of the 
police to randomly verify the 
enforcement of the established laws 
of this state and town. (I will not 
defend any inappropriate behavior 
on the part of the law enforcement 
officials however.) _/ 
This, along with the response 
to the tailgating policies at the last 
Homecoming, indicates a serious 
problem on campus, which should 
worry !!he administration and stu-
dent body alike: blatant desregard 
for the law and it's enforcers. Such 
lawlessness will only discredit otir 
· University and result _in a further 
breakdown of our moral character. 
We also place our personal spiritual 
state in opposition to God who is 
opposed to the proud ... (James 4:6) 
1•' 
Let\ not fufill the Biblical pro-
phecy and because lawlessness is 
increased, most people's love w::.ill 
gr:_ow rnld." (Matthew 24: 12) "" 




To the Editor: 
In your Feb. 2 editorial, the 
phrase "democratically elected 
Sandinista government" should 
ha~e been on the funny pages; or 
do you get your "news" from 
Pravda's wire service? When was 
J. the election, who were the oppo-
sition candidates and where wa:s 
· the free press necessary for free 
and democratic elections? The 
reason no Communist administra-
tion has ever been voted out of 
· power is because no~e have ever 
permitted free · and democratic 
elections. The Sandinistas are no 
exception; they have vowed never 
to surrender power or yield to the 
popular will of the Nicaraguan 
peopl~. Nor have they renounced 
their purpose to impose Marxist 
regimes on the rest of Central 
America. Rather, out of a popula-
tion of 3 million they plan to have 
600,000 under arms by 1991 and 
in their search for "peace" they will 
douqle the military aid they receive 
from the Soviet block 
It's unfortunate that peace loving 
Americans, faced with the realities 
. of Central America instead of the 
rhetoric of your editorial, must 
choose between a policy of support 
for the Contra Liberation Front, 
which must result in continued civil 
war and killing, or a poli~y of 
trusting the Sandinistas, which in 
all probability will m~an continued 
and intensified oppression in Ni- •►. ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ .. --
~aragua and a regio~al war resulting ♦• - ♦ 
rn a greater number of Central M J tt ♦ 
,~merican and likely North Amer- · :· . ore · e,( ·,. ers -♦♦ · 
1can people being killed. But you 
probably weren't planning to re- ♦ ♦ 
s pond to your draft notice anyway. ♦ ♦ 
Peace. ' . ♦ on pages ♦ 
♦ ♦ ' ♦ i 23, 28 and 30 ! 
t ••••• ~·····~·•t-Ken Blake 
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On Sun.day the Student Senate will vote on rhe 
proposed restructuring of the Judicial Sysrem. Our 
student representatives will send one of rwo 
messages to the decision makers in rhe adminis-
tration: they will either pass their approval of rhe 
42 page proposal or they will decide that they cannoc 
accept it and will vote it down--there will ,be no 
compromise, it will be an up or down vore. For 
several reasons, I urge that the proposal be vored 
down. _ 
The proposal does make some very good and 
carefully thought out recommendations, however, 
the substance of the report places the accused studenr 
at an even greater disadvantag·e then already exists 
and encroaches far rno much on the rights of all 
· students. The proposal claims that advisors for 
both sides,.,,-,will participate in the hearing in only 
· a limited capacity (p.8 Task Force Report). However, -
the proposal only limits the role of the advisor 
on one side--the side of the accused. Hence, 
individuals experiencing the Judicial System for 
the first time would be facing well trained, highly 
experienced accusors (who, in most cases, are nor 
even present at the incident but who present cases 
- for individuals making complaints, or, "write ~ups"). 
1 
University Police Chief Bea_udoin, who came to 
the University Police following a career with the 
N.H. State Police, h :,equently brings cases as rhe 
accuser. Is it fair that the ihexperie_nced accused 
will be facing, trnined accusers without the benefit 
of aI1 active advisor to help him/her ask questions 
troubles By 
and present his case?- · _ · 
One'of the other proposals made by the Task 
Force which I find unfair is, that UNH studenrs, 
if the_ proposals are implemented, will be _he! d 
accountable to Univei;sity rules on carnpus ane1 oh-
-anywhere (p. 31). I find this a clear over exteosi~n 
of the University's privilege to regulate certain 
behaviors. In fact, it seems to violate the University 
policy· stated clearly in the Student Handbook that 
"the University is not a civil law enforcement 
agency." (Rule 13.) "General Policy"). , The 
University should hot be interested in what we 
' choose to do while on vacation, at home, or anywhere 
othe; than ov University grounds. I simply. d~ not 
believe that students would approve of such policies. 
I oppose the Task Force Repott, and the present _ 
Judicial System for another, more general reason. 
In the present system the University still processes 
charges against students for rule infractions even 
· when the student is facing a subsequent criminal 
trial. This policy is upheld by the Task Force !lep<?rt 
and,- in fact, by the proposed changes to U mvers1ty 
rule #13.11 (p.12) the Task Force assures that the 
University hearing will precede the student's 
criminal trial. 
Holding a University hearing prior to the criminal 
trial places a strain on both the University and 
_ the accused . It requires that the University 
scrupulously uphold the accused's due process rights, . 
which include having his/her attorney present, 
assuring a fair hearing (which could result :in another -
---
Student stoke solution 
This article's purpose is to remind the self serving, 
self centereq administration of this university of 
one thing: you would have no job, indeed there 
would be no university, if it were not for students. 
That is s-r-u-d-e-n-t-s, Dr. Haaland, t_pe young people 
walking around Durhain. ' 
The administration has once again, as frequently 
done in the past, disregarded the opinions of_ its 
most imp9rtant constituents: the students. Randall 
__ Hall, is example of the backroom, high-handedness 
of the bureaucracy at UNH. One day everything 
is fine, the next day it is announced that the dorm 
will be all female. No resident was involved, no 
_s:mdent leader was involved. They were only 
informed. 
Now we .find that seventy-one residents will be 
displaced riext semster from Stoke Hall. The space 
is needed "desperately" for office space. The move 
is legitimized by the.prediction that enrollment 
will drop by seventy-five to one-h-4.ndred people. 
What is not said is that enrollment is already too 
high, so high that 75 to ' 100 less people will still 
require a lottery and triple rooms. Residential Life 
goes right along with t.he, plan to shut down part 
· of Stoke, serving its own selfish interest. This saves 
them th@ trouble of coming up with an effective 
solution to handk the problems of the dorm. That's 
the way, if you can't solve the problem, cut the place 
down to size. · · ,, · 
Meanwhile Hood House stands vacant. A three 
floor building, much more centrally l,oca_ted than 
Stoke Hall, which wouldn't require as much 
renovation because existing offices in the building 
just'stands empty. Oh, but perhaps I am uninformed. 
Perhaps Hood House is also slated to relieve the 
"desperate" office space crunch. It's oJrny to boot 
more students off campus, Resi-Life can no longer 
suffer the indignation of working out _of grubby 
old Pertee House. I can't understand why they would 
need more space, ther~ certainly are not any more 
dorms being built. _ . 
The thought of all this "desperate" situation 
is so disturbing to me that I came up with .a three 
part plan as an alternative . to changing Stoke. 
- 1. Make office space out of the president's house. 
After all, displacing one · family is better than 
displacing 71 Stoke students .. Besides, they can move 
to a triple in Hubbard 9r find alternative housing 
in the Durham area. . ·, 
2. Fire Carol Bischoff and Scott Chesney and find 
sqme competent people to run Residential Life. 
The divide and conquer method is a · cheap, 
unprofessional way to deal with the problems in 
Stoke. F,_in<:l some professionals who will listen to 
students and RA's and offer some real solutions. · 
· 3. Petition the state of New Hampshire for more 
mone_y. The way the present administration in 
The Haaland legacy 
Nearly every president leaves behind something for 
. which he is always rem~;mbered. Ri<;;hard Nixon can be 
remembereq for detente with China and for Watergate. 
Jimmy Carter's legacy is the Camp David agreement and 
the Iranian hostage crisis. Ronald Reagan should be fondly 
looked back upon for the INF treaty and the Iran-contra 
mess: Arid years from now, someone will remember 
Gordon Haaland for the new science building (it may 
even have a name by then) and for what can 9e called 
"The Screwing of the UNH Students." -
Do yoti ever get the feeling that once a week the whole 
, administration gets together at the Haaland Man~ion 
--. to think of new ways to shaft the student body? Does 
one of the deans raise his hand and ask, "Since we've 
got a parking problem, why don't we put up new buildings 
on the parking lots?" Or
1
maybe a vie~ president ponders, 
"What if we underestimate the cost of a new building, 
then hit the students up for the rest of the money?" 
Perhaps a committee chairman, thinking aloud; hits. upon ' 
~n idea, saying, "Why not rearrange the administration 
so that the· student government i's even farther from 
the seat of power?'' Okay, maybe that doesn't really happen, 
but the effect is the same. We, the students, seem to 
continual.ly get the short end of the stick. 
Gordon Haaland wants to make UNH the . best small 
university in the country. Unforrunare.ly, UNH is too 
, small. It needs more parking, more dorms, more· office 
space, and more classrooms. But is there a -plan to expand? 
I've heard rumors of a new west campus; a new north 
campus, of phasing our Stoke as a dorm and making it 
into a huge office complex. But is there one big, all-
encompassing, long-range plan? M,y student senator 
. hasn't heard of one. Does Prez Haalar:id or the Board 
of Trustees have a road map to guide UNH into the 
Nineties? If so, can the rest of us take a peek a,c i-t? 
I have to admit that I'm angered by the planned 
rearrangemnr of Stoke. From my viewpoint way out in 
Area III, i"t looks like someone is- robbing Peter to pay 
Paul. One problem is solved, but another is worsened. 
But I wouldn't mind the move •if I knew that there 'was 
David Bischoff 
cour:t order demanding an open hearing), and taking 
care to safeguard the accused's Fifth Amendment 
rights to no self"'1ncrimination and no compelled 
testimony ( this, in all likelihood would result in 
the mandate that the accused be allowed t~ have 
an advisor to ,present his/her case and ask questions 
for him/her). The difficulty this causes the 
U ni-versity is obvious; so much so that' it is clearly 
not in_ the University's best interests to pursue such 
a case. · . . 
The -risks and difficulties incurred by the accused 
ar~ a!so su~stantial. Having a hearing prior to the 
cnmrnal tnal places the accused in a dilemma. If 
s/he defends him/herself at the University hearing 
s/he runs the risk of hurting his/her defense at 
the criminal trial (by divulging information at the 
University hearing that can be used against him/her 
later). ff the accused exercises his/her right to remain 
silent, as most attorneys would ad.vise, then it is 
virtualJy c~rtain that t~e accused will be found guilty 
and will likely lose his degree. The effect that this 
- will have on the student's reputation and potential 
career earnings will inevitably be substantial. 
!t s~ems to ~e that when a,student is facing serious r 
cnmrn~l charges as well as University charges 
· stemmrng from the same incident then it serves 
nobody's interest to have the University hearing 
before the criminal trial; it doesn't serve the victim 
, the accused, and it certainly doesn't serve th~ 
Universityof New Hampshire. There is a solution. 
Dav~d S. Bischoff is a senior Political Science major. 
By Bret Clemons 
Conco{d ignores the University system is d~spicible. 
'this state is prosper ing and operating on a surplus, 
it can more than afford to build UNH a new office 
building. This step may sound easier said than done 
but if their is a united front, with lawmakers on 
our side, we can succeed. 
If this. entire situation is disturbing to the student 
body, it should be. H this article is offensive to the 
administration, it was meant to be. It is an extreme 
indication that no stu~ent input is requested on 
decisions that effect the students directly. We have 
_ a very backward looking president and a bunch of 
yes men,.deans' who on~y care about their depart-
ments, not their constituents. -
Finally, I'd like to mention the space Lo the MUB 
basemem, which was vacated by WENH-TV 
(channel' 11). Ther-e is a student committee 
researching possible uses for the space, under the 
assumption that it will become a fourth level of 
-~the M!JB. They intend to make a recommendation 
to the administration, basing it on Pulse survey 
results from the students. If the adrninistration 
ignores this recominendation it will have crossed 
. the old line in the dirt. I will personally do everything 
in my power to stop the administrative action. Dr. 
Haaland and company will be µp against more than 
they ever bargained for. The channel 1 :t space will 
be for student use. 
_'-Bret Clemons is Vice Chairperson of The MUB 
. Boar1 of Governors. · · · 
_By_ Phil Broder 
a plan behind it. If I knew that new housing space would 
be built in such and such a location by such and such a 
dare, I cot!ld justify the temporary inconvenience to the 
srudems. But there is no plan, just vague assurances that 
new housing will be available by 1989 .. Why not ·put some 
offices in Hood House, instead of -the~obviously much-
needed-faculty lounge that is goiog there? Where's the 
· plan, Mr Haaland? 
_ It's_ time somebody came up with some long-range 
plannrng for UNH. That planning should involve those 
who use this University: the stud(;!nts, the faculty, and 
the administration. As soon as possible Haaland, SBP 
~arner Jones, Resi.Life director Carol .Bischoff, Planning 
director Charlie ,Owen, and representatives from the 
faculty, Board of Trustees, and UNH Police should sit 
d~wn and ~~gin to map out where this school is going. 
~•ght now 1t _s very close to being lost. 
Phil Broder is a Wildtije Management sophomore. 
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122 LAFAYffiE RD., RT.1, N. HAMPTON, NH0386l • (603') 964·7115 
WAREHOUSE SALE 
. SCOTT/RSIO 
30 W/Ch, 5 band E.0., · 
=~~~~ 
T - --- - -::--=-
SCOTT/RS SO. . ..... 
SOW/Ch, 7 band E.Q., 
All Scott Products 
-Priced to sell ! 
.............. ll[ L 
l 
All Marantz lnv~ntory 






Discs from Bose®!· 
- This· is NOT a"B" stock sale;,.., 
·'AKAi · .- · -~ ' 
r All Portable Stei-eos on sale · II·· 





Bose" P'-'ts stereo where it 
belongs-everyiyhere., 
FREE Walkman with all .purchases over $~00~0 
"-: Great deals on Defflos -
- Quantities limited - . - u'nbelievable Savings -
122 LAFAYfiTf.RD., RT.1, N. HAMPTON, NH03862 • (60_3) 964-7115 
How to live 




Learning to live with, 
cancer is no easy task. Learning 
to live with someone else's 
cancer can be even more 
difficult. 
Nobody knows better than 
we do how much help and 
understanding is needed. That's 
why our service and 
rehabilitation programs ' 
_ emphasize the whole family, not . 
just the cancer patien~. 
We' run· local programs with 
volunteers who are recovered 
.. can<;~r: patie9t?, . or wpo~e lives 
have been . tbuche,d by family 
members or friends with cancer. 
That's what makes us one of the 
largest, best-motivated and most 
caring of any health organization 
in the country. _ 
Among our regular services 
· we provide information and 
guidance to pa~ients and families, 
·transport patients to' and from 
treatment, supply home care 
items and assist patients in their 
return to everyday life . 
Life is what concerns us. 
The life of cancer patients. The 
lives of their families. So you 
can see we are even more than 
the resear~h organization· we are 
so well known to be. · 
No one faces 
caQcer alone. 
!AMERICAN •CANCER fsoc1E1Y® . 
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.JazzAtMUB 
Jay McShann and Ralph Sutton 
Strafford Room, -MUB The duo was originated in . 
Monday, February g 1980 to record the album Last 
By Arthur Lizie Of The Whorehouse Piano 
The stage setting was spars-e, Players. This 1:itle ably serves 
two pianos and six micro- to describe the· mood created, 
phones. The price was sparse; when the two get together. Both -
only $3.00 for students, $5.00 the nimble finger~dancing of. 
for everyone else. The metal . "Old Fashioned Love" and the 
chairs were sparse, offering rollicking, fast paced ."Deed C -
little comfort. The musicwas Do" do nothing if not conjure 
spars~, two pianos and an oc- · up filmatic and popular images 
casional vocal. The celebration of the rowdy but fun houses of 
was not. 1 ill repute of yore. Also rowdy 
The celebration in question and fun were the chugging and 
occured Monday night in the boisterous give and take of 
Strafford Room of the MUB, "Honky Tonk Train Blues" and 
when jazz pianists Jay McShann the dense, joyous and stirring 
and Ralph Sutton performed closing number, W.C. Handy's 
a sixteen song set which com- classic "St. Louis Blues." 
bined jazz, blues, and classical Each artist also performed 
elements to delightful and har- four songs solo._Sutton's set, 
monious ends. The whirlwind which included "Love Lies," was, 
performance, show number 5 5 as one might expect, clasically 
in the Traditional Jazz Series focused and ,a tad bit somber. 
sponsored by The UNH De- The most impressive aspect of 
partme"nt of Music and the NH . his performance was the brea-
Library of Traditional Jazz, got kneck speed with which_ he 
started with a rolling, bassy, modifies a strict classical style.-
feel-good number and never let If Sutton's solo set was for 
upsolongasMcShannorSutton modified long-hairs, then 
were stomping their feet. · McShann's was for bar-dwelling 
Susan _Cl~u~en and Anthony Carnes perform in The Well of the ,S'aints, one of two Irish 
comedies being presented February 16-27 ac k p.m. in the Hennessy The · ::r 
Two Irish Plays On Tap 
The fact that the duo comes drink-nursers. Pulling out chest-
<!,Cross well together is amazing. nuts such as "All Of Me" and 
McShann ,and Sutton cleverly "Georgia On My Mind" (both, 
. and competently weave together coincidently, covered by Willie 
two seemingly irreconcilabk Nelson), McShann mixed a 
styles ~f jazz, .blues and cl~s~iqil;,· classic blues beat -with jazzy 
On one hand, there is •Jay, melodies and a rich vocal de-
McShann, once the leader of a ·· · livery to offer an amusing slice 
band w-fiich included a young of musical Americana. 
Charlie Parker, .the self taught Singularly satisfying, terrific 
pianisr brought up in the blues . tog.ether, the duo of Ralph 
tradition in Oklahoma. On the Sutton andJay McShann offered , 
other hand, there i's Ralph . a thoroughly satisfying evening 
Sutton, charter member of The of down-to-earth, no excuses 
World's Greatest Jazz Band, jazz. Next up in the Traditional 
who studied Bach' and other Jazz Series is 'Jimmy Mazzy & 
classics. for six years as a child Friends Explore the Banjo," on 
in Missouri. When both hands March 7. If that show is even 
are placed on the keys of a piano, half as enjoyable as Jay McShann • 
you've got a no-~olds-barred and Ralph Sutton, it won't pay 
night of fun. _ to miss it. 
By Karen Hall 
"Sometimes it's funny, some-
l imes sad, and sometimes trag-
ic. .. It's real life," muses director 
· Gil Davenport as he explains 
the concepts of The Well of the 
. Saints and The Shadow of the 
Glen, two plays coming tO UNH 
next week. Of course, it isn't life 
like you and I know it, but it's 
a realistic sample of how playw-
rightJohn Synge's world looked, 
and ·sou-nded. Sometimes that 
world is difficult to understand 
~ not only because of the appar-
ent societal differences, 'but also 
because of the variance in the 
expressions and dialects of the 
people. 
"The speech of .the Irish 
peasant is so lyrical, so musical. 
It's full of images," Davenport 
continued. He pointed out that 
because of the poetic quality of 
the speech, audiences some-. 
times misinterpret the intent 
of the plays. "These are natu-
. ralistic plays. Synge recorded 
the ways of his [ the 'Irish] 
people. Sometimes they were 
offended ... because they didn't 
like the way they were expose?."_ 
The greatest challenge for 
each player in the Synge dramas 
is mastering the Irish dialect. 
"A lot of the speech patterns 
were established by Synge ... his 
wridng car'ries a-natural ca-
dence," Davenport said, "Which 
makes our job a whole lot 
ea s i er. " ·Addi t fo n a 11 y ,: ca s t 
members listened to tapes and 
viewed movies in order to 
improve the accents._ 
At least five of the lead 
characters· are appearing on the 
UNH stage for the first time. 
Davenport noted _that this si-
tuation is not uncommon. "We 
don't_ cast a show according to · 
· experience," he explained. "We 
are looking for ·a type ... and 
sometimes that: type happens 
to appear on the doorstep." -
This idea was. carried to the 
extreme for Peggy Ellis, who -
will play the role of Nora Burke. 
"She shqwed .up at the · 1ast 
minute and delivered a kind of 
Tm really tired and couldn't care · 
less.' reading, which turned out , 
to be exactly right for the 
character," Davenport laughed. 
"Then we had to talk her into 
doing _it!" 
/, 
And so the varied, sometimes 
overworked, but always dedi-
cated cast will treat UNH to a 
dose of 1,mrealrealism beginning _ 
Feb. 16 in the Hennessey Theat-
er. 
JAMES ·STEWART'.KIM NOVAK 
INALFRED HITCHCOCK'S· Lunch Box Videos 
By Karen tlall the sq.re of the theater today. 
''Chaos!" he laughed, "Co.mplete 
and utter chaos!" 
joy, beauty, and truth into the 
world ... . if we do that, we're 
successful!" · 
The comment sparked a dis-
cussion revolving around finan-
cial losses in the New York 
theater market, which came to 
no conclusion other than that 
losses had occurred and were / 
dccurring. 
Uncle Alfred 
"Six Directors in Search of 
an Audience" were indeed just 
that, as the first in the series 
of Lunch Box Videos aired to · 
an al_most empty .Hennessey 
Theater Tuesday afternoon. The 
series, presented Thursdays at 
12:3.0 p.m., which will cover all 
aspects of theater (producing, 
directing, acting, and screen-
playwriting), began with this 
symposium centering on the , 
· gradual decline Qf Broadway, 
and the growth of "community 
theater. 
Of primary concern to the 
directors was the shift of the 
primai.·y theater scene from 
New York. Rather than a ·cen-
ttal base, good theater can be 
found throughout the United 
States. In many · ways, this 
movement has actually in-
creased the popularity of dra-
matic performance. Casting of 
local actors increase·s the au-
dience ability to "connect" with 
The symposium was enter-
taining - Sellar's antics provid--
ing the comic relief needed to · 
break up what could have be-
come a stuffy rehashing of old By Arthur Lizie 
Who's more trustworthy than 
Jimmy Stewart, best known as 
Mr. Smith and George Bailey? 
-Who's more suspenseful tl;ia.n 
Alfred Hitchcock, best known 
for, well, suspense. Who's .more 
apt at writing movie scores than 
Bernard Herrmann, he of Ci- -
tizen Kane and Taxi Driver? 
What's more terrifying than 
Vertigo, "a subjective sensation 
of dizziness in which an indi-
vidual feels that he' or she is 
whirling ·about sickeningly?" Moderator Georgia Brown, 
The answers, -some obvious, re~nowned for her work on both 
others not so evident, can all · · 
. American and British stage, be answered Sunday night as 
questioned six leading directors 
Alfred Hitchcock's Vertigo is on their past experiences in the 
shown as part of the MUSO film theater, their present view of 
series. The plot fi nds Jimmy · the "dying theater" situation, 
Stewart _as a retired police · d h 
detective who is hired to tail a an t eir hopes for the future. 
man's wife (Kim Novak.) Not 
-the action on ~rage. 
- subjects. As for value, prospec-
tive directors would have found 
the confident attitude of the six 
panelists comforting. Rather On the other hand, lack of a 
central base makes it difficult 
to judge the success of a show. 
"I always knew that -if you had . 
a hit on Broadway, you'd 'made 
it'. Now I don't know where you 
, than bemoaning the "dying 
theater," as has become fashion-
able, these gentlemen dripped 
optimism. 
surprisingly, he falls in love with 
her. Then· ... well, going' any 
further will reveal too much. 
Enjoy the show. 
go," Des McAnu(f explained. 
The ofter:i eccentric,_ but al-"·:_ · Sellars jumped in, question-
ways brilliant Peter . Sellars ')ng the criteria by which success , 
offered an overall summ~;Y of.-. ·· is judged.: "We try to bring SOf!le · · 
Incidently, I took a poll of the 
audience following the presen-
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Good 01' R 'N' R 
The Broadcasters j 
Out The Jams, Mother-fuckers" 
13 GhoSts Kra,mer from MC5. All steps 
Enigma Records • in the right direction, A new 
· By· Arthur Lizie direction? No, but a right one. 
Nowaday~, too many people 
•, complain about rock bands . Aside from the -~forementi-
being pretentious. If a~tists play · ·oned Roues, she band includes · 
mo.re tha_n three chords ·on the . ,, vot;tlist/guita:rist· Bfackie Ba-
orie album or sing about subjects _gano (1:10, he's not a hit man for 
that matter, these people"bitch · :the mob), gu_itarist/vocalist 
and moan about "rock and roll Billy Roues, and. dr:urpmer Ed 
the way it was meant to be .. " Steinberg. Although the four 
Perform.ers such as Sting,. U2, . seem to have adjus.ted well to 
Kate Bush, and Peter Gabriel the claustrophobic confines· of 
stick harder ,in these peopks' th:e moderp recording studio, 
cr'a:ws than' ·a dry chicken bone. it. ·s~ems· as if the band is made 
Well, people of su:ch persuasion, td play live. They must be. hot 
rejoice and be glad, bec.i.use ~he:ri they hit a stage. 
another band has entered the On 13 Ghosts, their debut · 
scene with about as much pret- alqum, The Broadcasters man- . 
ensions as your average toddler, age to ,play 60s rock with ari _80s 
The Broadcasters: intelligence, coming off as a 
Lack of pretentions does not more polished 'and melodic 
mean a band is bad, and in this version of The Lyres. At their 
case, in fact, it means they're besi, the ·band can satisfy with 
quite . good. The Broadcasters early' Stones intensity ("I Can 
play "rock and roll the way it Only Give You Everything"), 
was meant to be": a big, steady blow your face out as hard as 
Praise Of Midnight Oil . 
batkbeat smothered with blues The J. Geils Band (".Burnin' 
based guitar and lyrics about . Bloody Sunday"), and chain 
love. Nothing original but still down a sing-along chorus as well 
quite enjoyable. The band even as _ the . Georgia _S.atellit.es 
has an air of "Rock and Roll" · ('.'Down In The Trendies.") At 
1mportance surrounding them 'their weakest, they try to get 
since bassist/harmonica player too technical and simply fail to 
Steve "Muddy" Roues has per-' amuse. Rock and roll? Yes. 
formed with Howlin' Wolf and Pretentious? No. Good?, Yes . 
Midnight Oil 
Diesel And Dust 
Columbia Record~ · armament Party, and the band 
By Br~ndan Gleeson recently spent a month in the 
" ... Now recognized as a voice Nonhern Territories, visiting 
of reason, a yoice for fair pl~y, with ai::,0riginal leaders and 
for independence, free tliought discussing cheir land troubles. 
and peace ... a voice for environ- This fighting spirit has found 
mentalists, the growing unem- its way into their music, giving 
ployed, the under-privileged, . it a sense of urgency that de-
the Aboriginals, the nuclear- mands one's-attention. . 
free, the dispossessed and the With Diesel ana Dust, Mid-
homeless." Hard to believe that night Oil display , a musfral 
all this. praise is being lavished matureness that is a long way 
on a. rock band from Australia from the pub shows of the late 
m.ost people outside that coun- 70s, but they have not lost any 
try have never heard of, but it spirit. The band consists of 
is. Even stranger, this praise Garrett.on vocals, Peter Gifford 
is true and weir-merited. . on bass, Rob Hirst on drums, . 
Midnight Oil, one of Austra- and both Martin Rotsey and 
lia's most popular rock bands, · James Moginie on guitar. Each 
have been faithfully devoted to instrument is clearly heard on 
these issu,es since their inceptioJ} · this album, -and together they 
ten years ago. With their sixth form a crisp sound that is almost 
album Diesel and Dust, they American, -akin to The dB's. 
continue their fight, concentrat- This crispness- gives each song 
ing on nuclear dis·armament and a · clearheadedness necessary for 
the rights of Australia's ·abor- ~- Garrett to get his point across. , 
igines. · Although with lines like "Put 
Midnight Oil have always put down your weapon/Or we'll all 
their money where their mouth be gone" and 'The b-Iack man 
is. Lead singer Peter Garrett ran has a lot to fear," the .lyrics at 
for Australian .Senate as the times border on triteness, for -
candidate of the Nuclear Dis- the most they are effective in 
Alarming,--
, -- Trends 
. putting across the Oil's message. 
Garrett's throaty voice also gives 
the songs a sense of realism that 
makes one concentrate on what 
he is saying. 
• John Le~ Hooker and one of Sneak a. listen before y9_u can't 
their producers is Wayne "Kick avoid it on the radio. 
Usually, Midnight,Oil con-
centrates on straight ahead rock, 
and-with songs like "Beds Are 
Burning" and "Wara Kurna" . 
they' have great success. Slower 
• songs such as "Artie World" and 
"Whoam" tend to drag a bit, but 
. interesting melodies and great 
harmonies save them from 
being dull. The persistent bass . · 
of Gilford teamed with the 
drums of Hirst (Agstralia's most 
popular drummer) also pick up 
the song_s just when it seems 
interest is starting to lag. 
Mid_night Oil knows how to, 
, rock, and have a reputation for 
incredible live shows . With 
Deisel and Dust, they prove to 
the newcomers that these claims 
are not insubstantial. If you h~ve 
problems with 'listening to 
-music with something impo.r- ,. 
tant to say, than you are denying 
yourself a chanc:e to experience 
some great music such as Mid-
night Oil. 
You Make Me Live In A Trailor 
Scorched Earth Records 
By Arthur Lizie 
What kind of music would 
one ·expect a city like Denver 
to produce? Certainly not the 
Super Bowl Shuffle '88, ,but 
probably good ol' American rock 
such as Styx and R.E.O. Speed-
FIIIIIMY 
Campus Paperback Bestsellers 
1. Windmills of the Gods, by Sidney Sheldon._(Wamer, $4,95.) 
Story of a woman•.trapped by intem~al conspiracy. 
2. Calvin and Hobbes, by Bill Watterson. (Andrews. McMeel & 
Parker, $5.95.) Cartoons about the life of a little boy, 
• 3. The Far Side Observer, by Gary Larson. (Andrews, McMeel, & 
__ Pa_rk_er,'-$5-.95-'.)'-La_lest_Far_S_ide_cartoons __ · ____ ~ , 
4 .. BIiiy and the Bolngers Bootleg, by Berke Breathed. (Little, 
8rOWf!, $7.95.) latest Bloom County cartoons. 
5. Garden of Shadows, by C.V. Andrews. (Pocket, $4.95.) 
Beginning of the horror that beset the DoUanganger family. 
6. A Season on the Brink, biJohrfFeinsteif). (Fireside, $4.50.) 
Indiana University's basketball team during 'the 1985-86 season. 
7. Catmopolltan, by Ilene Hochberg. (Pockei $9.95.) Humorous 
look at.cats using Cosmopolitan,magazine as model. 
8. Red Storm Rising, by Tom Clancy. (Berkley, $4.95.) Russians 
plan a major assault on the West . . 
9: The Eyes of the Dragon, by Stephen King.' (Signet/NAL, $4.50.) 
Enthralling masterpiece of IJlagical, evil and daring adventure. 
· 10. The Prince of Tides, by Pat Conroy. (Balitam, $4.95.) The beauty 
of Sou)h Carolina and the dusty glitter of New York City. · 
New & Recommended 
A~Mll8eioric#.J. O.Kendall,Nawc:Mi:>Ha11Book.sl::Jl'D.Univ.olVirgjnia • 
Love and Wortc, by Reynolds Price. (Ballantine, ~-50,) Examines the 
effect upon one man of his mother's death. 
Forrest Gump, by Winston Groom, (Berkley, $3.95,) Outrageous, 
wacky and funny nuthouse of a book. · · 
The Best Science Flctlon·of Isaac Asimov, by Isaac Asimov. 
(Signet/NAL, $3,95.) Asimov's personal favorites, from humorto·horror 
to hard science fiction: · 
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN ~'h)NAL ASSOCIATION OF COUEGE ST0R£S 
vision, mixing punk aesthetic's 
with a slice of modern British 
Gothic a la Siouxs'ie arid the 
Bahshees . . 
The band's' driving force is 
guitarist/ songwriter/ producer 
Ronnie Cramer. Although his 
production is thin in places, due 
more to equipment than tech-
vocal layering can get a bit to · 
much to handle. "Mangled 
Nerve Center," a fast, throb- · 
bingly repetitive race to the . 
finish in the style of the Newd , 
Prunes' "Rat Poison," ,is as hard 
hitting as most American pop · 
you'll find these day~. The 
instrumental "X-15" is funkish- ' 
-ly convincing while "Some 
- -wagon ·and Saga (Oud1! I bit my 
tongue after placing it too far 
in my cheek.) One would not · 
expect to find a band such as 
Alarming Trends. · 
. nique; he makes up for it with 
clever songs and thougptful, 
bassy and atmospheric atmos-
pheric guitar lines. Vocalist 
Rebecca Watson, who ·at• times · 
ventures a bit too far into the 
Pat Bena tar/ arena rock vocal 
t<;chnique, compliments Cra-
mer's guitar with her moody, 
sa·ssy vocals . The band is 
rounded out by the competent 
rhythm section of Michael Ben-
son on bass and Lonnie Ray 
( sounds like a baseball name . to 
me) on drums. 
· Peop_le" (not the Belouis Some 
song, thank you) features a 
playful and musically rewarding 
. interplay between the drums 
and guitar. The likeable quality 
that these songs share is a 
. direction, a goal, something , 
which lesser songs such as 
'.'Without You Fine" and "I 
Wonder Why" just d_on't seem 
ALARMING TRENDS 
Alarming Trends .don't play 
what is typically classified as 
"American rock"; they don ' t 
belong to either the overblown 
and predictable old wave of 
American rock groups meni:i-
oRed above or the new wave of 
American rock group~ who 
feature jingly guitars and bright 
harmonies. Instead, on their 
debut album You Make Me Live 
In A Trailor, Alarming Trends 
play their own brand of dark, 
moody rock with a de~~nnined 
While most of the album's 
twelve songs are at least inter-
es ting to listen to, four songs 
stick their heads above the pack. 
"White Cross" is a nagging 
. head-game with a slashing 
sinister guitar, althoug~. th~ 
to have. 
Regardless of what category · 
they fit into or what city they 
come from, Alarming Trends 
are a band to keep an eye on. 
You Make Me Live In A Trailor 
does have its faults, but it h~s 
its' high points and the potential 
is there. Will they someday 
become the next alarming 
trend? · 
•. 
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Staffed . by board -certified , 
Dr. Kenneth Rotner, · 
Nurse Practitioner 
Jane Tallent 
and a registered nurse. 
CARE COUPON 
- -
This coupon entitles bearer to a $5.00 
discount to be credited toward an office 
visit at Care Connection. Only one 
coupon may be applied per visit 
COUPON EXPIRES ON 4-1-88 
. '"'ONNEct~~ 
FAMILY MIDICAL CIIITIR • DURHAM 
Mill Road Plaza, Durham, NH.03824 Tel. 868-5080 
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. a· Undergrad~ate 
R·esearch 
· . · · . · .. ·.· · Opportunities . 
,Program 
UROP, a new program for UNH 
Undergraduates ,·. 
announces 
UROP Resealch A.wards 
Are you planning to pursue 
* ·an independent study? 
* a· senior thesis? 
* a ·research project under a ·faculty member's 
supervision? . , . 
jJJheri:y.btLtriatcb.~::~ttg1tile;~9~:::~ \\~ €>:~\~~!'=!'ai:}iw.ita:\\\\t!: 
These awards cover expenses related to research 
activities. 
For more information aboutUROP and how to apply 
for an award,' come 'to the meeting on: 
Monday, February 15, 7:00-8:00 p.m. 
Horton Social Science Center, Room 204 
Additional Information and application forms may also be 
· obtained from the Honors Program Office, Diamond Library, 
. Room 303A, 862-3928. ' 
~ SISTEfts ~ 
• ·PHI MU 
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KUDZU 
As A LIBfI?A1ED WOMAN, kuDZU, 
11D L.lkE:-ro PRES€N1" YOU Wli'"H 
A FEMINIST VAL.ENIIN€ .. , 
Calvin and Hobbes 
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by Mike Peters 
by Berke Breathed ...------...... 
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J,-y Jeff MacNel/y 









by Bill Watterson 
I. 
I 
When 'you're four years old, you've got 
more important things to do than worry 
about living to be five. 
You've got pictures t c;:> 
draw. Balls to eaten. Castles 
to build. . 
And, if you're like Christopher, 
you've got time for it all. . Even 
if you were born with a defec-. 
tive heart valve. Even if you 
did spend the first two years 
of your life in a hospital bed. 
. Even if no one tha.ught you'd 
, make it to kindergarten. 
Why? Because Christopher 
had a few million people on 
his side. Scientists and physi-
· cians all over the country 
who've dec;Hcated their lives 
to fighting heart disease-the 
nation's number one killer-
f · 
and who have continued 
through the years to find the 
solutions we need to beat it. 
Without research, thousands 
of lives would have ended too 
soon . 
And 4:..year-'olds like 
Christopher would be playii;,g 
like there's no tomorrow. 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR 




To the Editor: 
I f~lc char i,r ,was necessary co de~~ 
tip some points made in rhe trustee 
.. election article of February 2nd and 
elaborate on some iss_ues char we_re 
· nor covered. . • . . . 
First, there has only been one . 
election for the position of .student ' 
crusree. The our.come was the 
following: Dennis 'O'Connell- 47% , 
Patrick Sweeney- 26%, Larry 
Donovan- 16 % ,· and Elizabeth 
. Delucia- 9 % . Ir is rrue .char a . 
candidate muse sec.ure more than 
50% of rhe vote t<l · win a;hd, in the 
case that this does not occur, a run-
off election is held between the rwo 
top contenders. This run-off elec~ 
tion, however, never took place. 
Patrick Sweeney conceded beca.use 
of family problems and both Don-
ovan and Delucia also dropped our 
leaving the victory co O'Connell: 
I thought that ic was most 1m-
porcant that we fill in the ''whys", 
that the story lacked. The oppor-
tunity to select a student trustee 
only comes to UNH once every 
three years as Keene and Plymouth 
State have t_heir turn the other two. 





THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE. 
The ·problem ·is that it takes the 
student several. months to become 
ac~uainted with the people, proce- -
dures, ,and politics .of the Boai;d of 
Trustees. By the time the student 
is familiar with the system and can 
be an effective student voice his/her 
ter·m is over, thus missing our once 
in a three year chance of action for 
student interests. 
fr was going to be different this 
year. We were going to have_ an 
experienced student representa.uve, 
so we had elections in October. 
Going through some old papers our 
executive officer found a reference 
· to a state statute and after research 
we found that we were obligated · 
co have a March election. 
Dennis O'Connell has been acting 
as an intern to the current student 
trustee from Plymouth since • 
Ocotber and learning about the 
functioning of the Board of Trus-
tees. We apologize for the incon-
venience to Dennis and the students 
for having to go through another· 
election, but when our represen-
tative votes next year on an .impor-
tant student issue I do not want his 
legitamacy to oe questioned. Both 
Warner Jones, the Student Body 
President and myself would ask that 
this be a confirmation vote of 
Dennis and wi-11 work to change the 
state statute so that Fall elections 
and thus experienced voice will be 
an option for the future. 
_ Sabra Clarke 
Student Body Vice-President 
Blood 
To the Editor: 
Since we have already discussed · 
the aims of the Red Cfoss Blood 
Services and medical detail, let's 
go on to what you will ac;complish 
when you donate_ at our Valentine 
Blood Drive. 
You can give for the heart 
t ransplant , by-passes and open 
hea rt patie'nts! You can save an 
accident or emergency patient who 
might not live without you. Also 
. you give hope to the patient await-
ing a kidney .transplant and become 
part of a child or adult smitten with 
cancer. Your platelets can reverse 
the upsets of medication a1;1d there 
are so many affected. 
Perhaps, since our theme is "Love 
i~ in the Air", you can respo~d to 
the reason of .one of your prede-
cessors! This young man wanted 
to give for a girl he knew- not 
because she needed it , but as a 
Valentine; gift! Red Cross notified 
her with a Valentine card and his 
donar pin enclosed! · 
His was a beautiful gesture as he 
helped a stranger in need because, 
on this sentimental day, he lo~d 
someone! · 
y OU too~ cai:i give someone love 
in this most unique manner and 
make it a Valentine to remember 
on Monday, February 15th through ~ 
Friday, February 19th from 12 to 
5 as the Granite State Room of the 





Do you honestly think that Styx 
is going to be considered ~he worst 
band in history? I thrnk ,rour 
remarks are ridiculous and obv10us-
l y you have no t~ste. Styx ha_s 
.• p roduced a mynad of multi-
platinum discs. ~an you tell me yo_u 
don't sing to th~Ir songs v.:hen they 
'. come on the rad10? songs like: Lady, 
Come Sail A way, Faoliflg Yourself; 
Suite Madame Blue, the list goes 
on and on. 
What do you mean b)'., "A long 
time ago in a miserable t1me of bell 
· bottoms 'called the seventies, bands 
could'" become popular by _having 
long hair and singi?g lik~ eu-
nuchs."? That effect 1s not Just a 
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HACKS HAL,L 
EY . HARYEYl 
aRb,~he ;·,-,SWPPOR"4 .... HEY MA~ . 
VEY Jusr ToLP 
flt COHH!TTEO 
- AN~ CAflT 
IMW~iwA&..-' ME ro . 
U/ 
by John Hirtle 
UH,.,, YEAH, HIIRY£ y . 
7HE DEV!l-WO!?SH;pp;,•,15 , 
DRUG-srvoR.Tf,Jr,-~ DE BAS£ v ~, 
A>I/IRCl-ll5T WAN[> TO 
PL£ DG-E HIS TOf/JL-
..5UPPOR T... I 
by Kurt Krebs 
THE l)AUAlrLESS OEFEAJOe~ T He ~~I.C.EfS fROTECTot r-:-:-~----
. OF De.mocRI\C'I. OFTHe 1¥JOP(.e ••• 
' . ....................... ~~·····~····~~···· ' 
♦ . ' ' • 
: What do REAL FRIENDS do?· f 
♦ • . 
: They send i 
♦ ♦ 
f PICTURE PERSONALS in f 
♦ ♦ 
•· Th • : · . e New Hampshire : 
♦ . \ . ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
♦~ ~~---~~~----~-------~--------- ♦ J · · I I ♦ ·. i ··I I · · · I ♦ . · 
♦ I :, : : • I Happy Birthday Joe! 1 • 
f I Dig the Shades! 
1
1 .: 
·• L . • ♦ , UV., US. I
♦ "i' I ♦ 
♦ I / · · I : . i 1..;. ____ ·---~---·..J---~---· __________ J ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
♦ · ♦ 
f · Whatever the occasion, i 
· ; i you can surp· rise a friend ,. · ~ · : 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ' ♦ ' 
• with a Picture Personal in · • 
♦ ♦ 
. : The New· Hampshire : ·. 
. ♦ . ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
• for only $10 . 00. • i ' : 
♦ •. 
: Stop bYroom 110B : 
. i in the MUB : . 
i · Mon. ~ Fri. 10.;3 . · . . i .......................................... 
Come out of your cave 
,j. ' 
. •.;t ' 
and write for 
The New 
:Hampshire 
,·~····························································•:~ . • 
. , ·' . ~ 
· ~~• 0 _·· RUHPlESTtl TSKtN ; 
~., AT : · 
DECADENCE : . . 
' . 
MONDAY 
FEBRUARY 15 9-1 :00 ~ - . 
18 AND OVER NIGHT~ 
. . 
. " . ' 
Letter·s to· the· editor should be 
typed and.signecland must in-
clude, an address. and telep~one 1 
· number for ve.rification. 
Address alf inail to: 
. ··The.New·--FJ~7np;hire . 
.Room 151, · 
MUB -· . 
. . 
J 
r ; "'~ADIE$ 1 GENTLEME~, . 
THE G:t)@~'if E)(CITIN~ 
DISPLAY O~ CARTOON-
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~ University Co-mies 
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Tweeter's "Sweet Sixteen" Anniversary 
The world's best stereo 8tvideo components. 
New England's. best prices. How sweet it is!! 
Since 1972 Tweeter has become New England's largest stereo-video specialty· store by offering first-class service and the 
area's best selection of premium-quality components. And the best time to buy those components is at our huge, annual 
Anniversary Sale. It's becom'e such a big event, some people wait all year for it. And this year, they won't be disappointed -
our 16th Anniversary promises to be the biggest, best a.nd "sweetest" sale in our history. 
Guaranteed Lowest Prices.* -
Aiwa AM/FM Cassette Personal Stereo. 
Auto·reverse, Dolby. (HST360) .......................... _$95 
· Yiy First. Son;" Products For Kids: 
Cassette recorder with mic - sing 
along. (TMC4000) ...................... \ ......... ........ .. ,$34.95 
Bright, rugged radio-cassette 
recorder. (CFM.2000) .. :: ...... : .......... ................. $44.95 
Aiwa Portable Stereo with AM/FM, 
dual cassettes for copying. (CAW35) ............... $99 
Aiwa Portable Stereo With CD Player, 
dual .cassette, AM/FM, detachable 
speakers.·(CADW95) ... ............. : ......................... $379 
Toshiba Portable Stereo With CD Player, 
cassette, AM/FM, "Super Bass" speaker 
system. (RT809?) .......................... ....................... $449 
I 
Proton 27" Color TV Monitor. Incredible! 
By far the best monitor we've ever seen! 
Stereo, remote. (VT290) .................... .............. $1,099 
NEC 4-Head VHS HiFi VCR. Terrific 
special effect, pro-quality sound. 
Great value . ...... ............................ '. .................... ... .. $649 
NEC CD Player with 3-beam laser 
pickup, remote. (CD41 0) ·-· .. ······· ............. .......... $199 
Deiion CD Player Vl(ith Remote. 15-
selection programmability. {DCD-600) : .. ...... $259 
Denon Cassette Deck With Dolby HX 
Pro ™ system for very life-like sound. 
(DRM-1 0HX) ... , ...................................................... $219 
. Denon Receiver with 30 w/ch., . I "CD d;,ect" ;npot. (DRA25) .............................. .$249 
----"'-~-""y --- ----· ·-
B/11 . ·- ---- - -
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Nakamichi CD Player. Programmable, 
wireless remote. (OMS1) .................................... $319 
Nakamichi Cassette Deck With Advanced 
transport. A superbly balanced machine -
destined to be a best-seller. (CR-1) ... ........... $329 
Nakamichi Cassette Deck With Robotized 
Auto-Reverse. High-performance in 
both directions."(RX202) .......... ..... ........... ,: ........ $599 
Nakamichi 3 Head Cassette Deck. Our 
standard of comparison. Makes great 
recordings! (CR3) ............................................... .-$699 
Nakamichi Receiver with "STASIS" 
dual amplification system (SR-2A) ............ ..... $369 
Snell Bookshelf Speakers._,Very natural 
sound, very efficient. Black cabinet. (J) .. _ .. pr. $499 
Boston· Acoustics Compact Speakers. 
The best buy in the business! (A40s) .... pr. $139 
Boston Acoustics Floor-Standing 
Speakers. Outstanding value. (A 1 OOs) ..... pr. $349 
Celestion 2-Way Bookshelf Speakers. 
Titanium tweeters. (DL411) ............ ..... : ..... pr. $289 
Klipsch Super-Specials: BLACK FINISH 
KG2 compact, 2-way floor standing 
speakers . .. ................................................. ... ... pr. $299 
KG4 floor-standing speakers with double 
woofers ............................................................. pr. $399 
Heresy floor-standing speakers ............. pr. $599 
\ - - - - ~ - -
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Alpine Theft Proof Car Cassette Receiver 
with 16 w/ch amp, Dolby. (7283) ................... $369 
Alpine Car Power Amp. 
18 w/ch (3505) ............... ................. ........................ $79 
Alpine Car Amp/Equalizer. 18 w/ch, 
7-band graphic equalizer. (3210) ........... ........... $99 
Close~out On Alpine Car Alarm 
Systems ............ ,.20% Off, As Low As $240! 
Boston Acoustics 6x9" 3-way Car 
Speakers. Great value. (797s) .. ........... pr. $169 
ADS 2-Way Car Speakers. 
Great sound - the standard of the 
industry. (300i) ............................................... pF. $249 
1AJIJl\li.:s , • { 1P c.a1 4 >1 <u::.m t ~ 
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Yamaha Car CD Player/Tuner. Now that 
you've got all those discs, take 'em on 
the road! (YCDT1000) ... . ......... $599 
( 
Snell Floor-Standing Speakers with rear· 
facing super-tweeter. Amazing! (Ell ) ... pr. $799 
~--- ... , , __ ,..;;.. - ... -::-_- _-_.._ ____ -~ 
- -~ ~ A- - ~ y A ¥ 
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Yamaha Cassette Deck With Dolby HX 
Pro for more life-like recordings. (K340)· ..... $249 
Yamaha HX Pro Cassette Dec!( with 
Dolby B&C, auto-reverse. (K640) ....................  $399 
Yamaha "Hi-Bit" CD Player. Resolves subtle 
passages for startling realism. (CDX700) .... $399 
Yamaha ~emote Control Receivers: 
50 w/ch., video switching. (RX500) .... , ... -....... $359 
65 w/ch., vipeo enhancer. (RX700) ............... $529 
85 w/ch., loaded with features. (RX900) ...... $669 
....... . .:;,. "'~ ""' ,. "~ ... ,A ..... """ ,.:.)~ 1 - ..... , '"' 
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Kenwood Theft-Proof Car Cassette 
Receiver with 10 w/ch amp. Dolby. 
(KRC434) ....................................... +. . ...... : ... $329 
Yamaha Car Cassette Receiver with 
auto-reverse, sensitive tuner. (YRC 10) ... ..... $229 
Nakamichi Car Cassette Receiver with 
advanced transport, Dolby, Nice! · 
(RD350) ..... $375 FREE 30-Cassette Carrier 
by Case Logic - ($22 Value). , 
Nakamichi 2/4 Channel Car Cassette 
Receiver. Either 2 or 4 channel · 
operation, Dolby B&C, CD input. (RD450) ..... $495-
FREE 30-Cassette Carrier by Case Logic -
($22 Value). 
ADS -Speakers. High-performance design. 
European style cabinets. (570) ....... ..... pr. $399 
ADS 3-Way Speakers. Superb sotJnd · 
quality, stunning cabinets. (780) .. ........... pr. $599 
ADS Atelier ·Remote-Control System: 
Matching high-performance components w,m 
European : receiver, turntable, CD player. 
cassette deck, and a pair of ADS' stunning 
new "Compact Monitor" speakers. 
(R4, P4, CD-4, C3, CM6s)...... . ... ..... $4.295 
Bang & Olufsen Automatic turntable 
Danish design, simple operation. 1RX•.:: • S 189 
VHS T-120 Videotape. (Scena i S3.99 
DeRon High-Bias C-90 Cassettes. 
(HD6)... . ............. Case of 10 - S17.99 
Stax High Performance Headphones. 
Phenomenall (SR84) . . .... . $179 
Mitsubishi Cellular Phone. State-of·the-art. 
Super reliable. Loaded·w,th teatures 
(Mesa 52) ....... $1,395 Installed With Antenna 
Whistler Remote Radar Detectors: 
Sensor unit fitted behin.d front grille. smali 
control console mounts on dash. very -sensitive. 
Model 500 Remote .. . . ... $159 
Spectrum 2 Remote ... ..... $249 
Kenwood System: preamp with equalizer. 
125 w/ch power amp, digital tuner, CD player. 
semi-automatic turntable. dual cassette deck. 
floor-standing speaker~. cabinet. 
(Spectrum 56) .................................. .-.. .. . .. ....... $899 
Kenwood System: Powerful.amp, digital 
tuner, semi-automatic turntable, dual cassette 
deck, floor-standing speakers, cabinet with 
glass doors. (Spectrum 36) ............. : ............ ... $649 
Bang & Olufsen 3-in-1 Console Stere0. 
High performance CD player, cassette deck & 
receiver in one, remote-controlled 
. console. (9000) ... .. ...................... ......... $2,699 
<:::::::::::::::\:::!:i:i::::::;: 
·===\\fitr::::::::::::?f s·20 Amherst Street, Nashua (603) 880-7300 
Pheasant Lane Mall, South Nashua (603) 888-7900 
, Fox Run Mall, Newington (~03) 431-9700 
Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester (603) 627 ·4~00 
. . . 
• If you find the same product tor less al a local. authorized dealer withing 30 days of purchase. prove it and we:11 refund the difference. 
oettw1~t~e II 
We accept all ma)Or c redit cards. 
Not responsible for typographica.1 errors. 
Apartment tor rent -- $500 per month 
Includes heat. Main Street, Durham. Ca ti 
207-439-3801. 
?0rtsmouth- Professional _ro_omma 
wanted- male or female 25-plus to shar 
newly renovated 2 bedroom apardtmE r 
in Portsmouth. $325 plus h?lf utilities. C 
431-208:..=.9.:..... ---- ------
0-0 YOU NEED A PLACE TO LIVE TH1S 
SEMESTER??? Well, I've got just the 
answer. It's in Area I, with access to a full 
kitchen, library, TV room, and rec room . 
This is a room tor 2 peopile, but we are 
willing to make it a single: Call Bruce at 
868-6108 tor more info and tour. 
Room in Somersworth, $200/mo plus 
phone and percent of utilities. 17 min. ride 
from campus. Non-smokers, located in 
a private residence owned by student. 
Includes use of all facilities- pets and lease 
negotiable. Call Matthew Davis 692-7392 
or 433-301 0 days. 
Room tor rent, Lee- 2 miles from campus, 
$250 / mo includes own room and bath, heat 
and electricity. 659-3310 anytime. 
Male non-smoker needed as roommate 
tor 2 bedroom apt in downtown Dover. 
Remodeling taking place. Prefer quiet 
person, apt located over doctor's offices 
2 min walk to. K-van. Call 749-3202 or 742 
06(?1. 
Do You Need A Place To Live Th i ;;: 
Semester?? Well, I've got just the answE 
It's in• Area I, with access to a full kitchE 
library, TV room, and Rec. room. Thif 
a room tor 2 people, but we are willin~ . 
make it a single,..Ca.11 Bruce at 86a-6 · 
tor more info. & tour. • 
Live Rock & Roll with Rumplestiltskin at 
Decadence Monday ~Feb 15, 9-1. 18 and 
over nigh_!. _______ _ 
Red 1970 VW bug; new: clutch, carburetor, 
tires, muffler. Great shape. Mike -- day: 862-
1387, night: 868-2316. $800. 
1980 Chevy Malibu wagon, well cared for 
and reliable. Auto, P.S., P.B., 4 radials and 
radial s~ows, $1200. So. Berwick, 207-384-
2584. 
Saab _99 1977 GL 5-door, hatchback, new 
cylinder head, battery, sunroof. Everything 
works. $995. Evenings Berwick (207) 6%-
4514. 
Sick of School? Tired' of [)urham? It's not 
too late to get away! Cancun, Mexico!! The 
Bahamas!! Trips start at $279! Spots are 
disappearing fast so call now! l3oberta-
868-3214 anytime. 
L~ft: Build tor an earthquake , easy to 
assemble, bolts no nails and looks great. 
Best offer. Call Yvette at 868-9669. 
Stereo Stuff: Carver C-1 Preamplifier-mint 
$295.00 OBO , Carver Sonic Hologram-
mint $125.00 OBO, Yamaha M-40 120 Watt 
Power Amp-$300.00 OBO . 868-2648 
nights, .868-5584 days ask tor Peter. 
For Sale: 1986 Ford Escort, black beauty, 
only 16,000 miles, great looks and per-
formance. Only selling because I now have 
a company car. No reasonable otter 
refused. ·call 431-1120. 
For Sale: 1979 Honda Civic 1200. 76,000 
miles , 40 miles/gal. New tires, exhaust .' 
brakes. Some rust $750.00 Call 497-3999 
FOR SALE Heierling Grand Prix ski boots 
Size 1 0 and one half . Only two sh e~'. 
season's wear. Call Chris 868-1386 · 
· Quality loudspeakers: one pair brand new 
Acoustic Monitors, $400 or best offer; one 
pair used Boston Acoustics A 100, good 
condition, $200 or best offer, call 868-3331 
or 862-1485 and ask tor Mike. Willing to 
negotiate. 
"- SECTIONAL COUCH tor sa le. 10 sections, 
automans included. Good condition- very 
comfy. $600 or best otter. Call 868-9710. 
1985 T-Bird -high mileage (BOK), low price, 
great car, excellent condition, runs per-
fectly . Air, AM/FM stereo, rear defrost. 
$4850.Call 659-'5932. 
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Meeting Center at Orchard · Park. 
F i, mouth, needs help serving buffet 
; eons and coffee breaks on weekdays. 
· . A · ,ave free time during the day to work 
"' ' m-call basis, call 433-5300 
Earn $480$ plus weekly. fndustrial project, · 
Incentives, Bonus offer. Work at home. 
Rush stamped self addressed envelope 
to t..;nited Service of America, 24307 Magic 
Mtn. Parkway, Seiite _306, Valencia, Ca . 
91355 --- ------ ----
HELPER FOR DISABLED PERSON. $6 PER 
HOUR. N·o EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. · 
FLEXIBLE HOURS. GREAT BOSS. CALL 
DAN AT 692-4764. EVl;NINGS. 
Let tf;ie Thompson School at UNH bathe 
and groom your pet with care. Please call 
862-1144 for appointment. 
20 -25 hours per w·eek . Have computer 
experience. Own computer system at 
home. Can perform word processing, 
spread sheets or other office work. Inter-
ested in assisting with environmental 
studies, marine or geological research. 
Undergraduate student at UNH. Call 431-
7004. 
Studeni with own transportation interested 
in tree room and board in exchange tor 
15-20 hrs a week of child care. You would 
live on Maine Coast with a young couple I 
, their 2 and one half year old daughter 
a..,,_ imately 25 minutes from campus. 
Contact: Steve or Laura 207 -439-2057 , 
wanted: full time ski instructor. 
Balsams/Wilderness ski resort. Dixville 
Notc h NH 03576. Room and board in-
c1uaed. Contact Tom Nangu (603) 255-
3951 or Michael Pearson 868-3072 
Today is the deadline to fill ou1 the 
application that could c·hange your life. 
Be a part of MUSO. We need a Business 
\ ~anager and a Production/Securi1y Di-
· -: ctor. Make X-tra $ and gain valuab}e 
.. ~ ::- xoerience. Stop by rm. 148 Ml:JB todav 11 
· Wanted: A computer. Want to sell yours? 
1f it does word processing- phone 603 929-
0004 evenings. 
Today is the deadline to fill out the 
· application that cou ld change your life . 
Be a part of MUSO. We need a Business 
Manag.er and a Production/Securitv Di-
rector Make X-tr$ $ and gain vc1 :, 
( Ml~~' ~ · 
~--ze··:? __ · . J 
S1cK of school? Tired of Durham? It 's not 
.o,~ late to get awayt CANCUN, MEXICO!! 
THE BAHAMAS!! Trips start at $279! Spots 
are disappearing fast so call now! Roberta 
~68-3214 anytime. 
Have that special someone's door dee -
.orated by the THETA CHI LITTLE SISTERS 
tor VALENTINE'S DAY. Available in dinning 
halls Wed.-Fri. 
WE'RE HERE!! EIE, BETTER KNOWN AS 
KAPPA SIGMA LITTLE SISTERS, INVITE 
YOU TO OUR SPRING RUSH '88. PLACE: 
KAPPA SIGMA MANSION. WHEN: FEB 15 
& 17 AT 8 UNTIL 10. 
' HAVE THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE'S DOOR 
DECORATED BY THE THETA CHI LITTLE 
SISTERS FOR VALENTINE'S DAY. AVAIL-
ABLE IN DINNING HALLS WED. - FRI. 
Want to wish someone a happy Valentine 's 
day? BUY THEM A FLOWER at the flower 
sale today and Monday from 10-2 in the 
MUB- sponsored by Alpha Phi to benefit 
the Heart Association. 
European Ca_te. Smith Hall International 
Center. Enjoy a worlq of good company! 
Friday Feb. 12, 3-5 pm. Smith main lounge. 
TELEMARK SKIING - Learn Telemark 
skiing with the Outing Club. No experience 
or equiptment necessary- we'll supply the 
gear! Feb 12-14. Stop by the NHOC office 
in Rm 129 of the MUB asap. 
Ski Gunstock on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
(two tor one). In 50 minutes you can be 
in the lift line, not like those other places 
that are way over an hour away and charge 
you an arm and a leg to ski. · 
UNH Skiers- For ten dollars$$ you can 
spend the day at Gunstock (on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays). Look tor the coupon in 
this edition of The New Hampshire. · 
Skiers- Skiing at Gunstock is now cheaper 
than ever. On Tuesdays and Thursdays 
UNH skiers can ski 2 for 1, that's 10 dollars. 
Think about the ways you've spent $10 
,r ne past, skiing will top them all! 
Phi Mu sisters wel come K'appa Delta to 
UNH and into our house this weekehd. 
We're looking foreward to having you. 
PHIS- get psyched to pledge! Bids night, 
winter carnival, hearts, exchanges a·nd 
sisterhoo:d - it all awaits you! LUVthe sisters 
of PHI MU ' 
To the singing dough stlJds (and you know 
who you are), thanks tor all your help- oh, 
and thank you tor being you. Long love the 
PACK' - your Valentine Havemore 
Steven- remember two years ago tonight 
when it all started? We!I, I'm glad that you 
wanted me tor your val entine that night 
and hope you·still do! Love you forever, 
Beth 
To the boys at Stratford- Happy Valentine's 
Day' Kevin, I hope you realize that you are 
my Valentine (year iround!), aren 't you 
psyched? Steve and Bob, I love you tqo! 
Love-Caryl* 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KRISTIN1! Hope your 
day is a grande one- - happy 19th my little 
prune! Love, Amanda. · 
To the man with the tattoo- Happy Valen-
tine's Day! Love ya~ Cally* 
Maine Squeeze, It's been a terrific year 
and a half. I love you more than I can say. 
Love Bubbler. 
To my Popie Valentine - who loves y_ou 
babe?! yGur OJB (and JC). P.S. I miss U 
and the sun!! 
BUNDY, Don··t ever torgeJ our Valentine's 
Day cocktai l party or your "Lady In Red"I 
Missing you, Purple Passion 
ALF, "Huh, you k ill me!" Thanks for the 
teddy bear! Happy Birthday toot Love, your 
"out of control" friend 
John, "You've lost that lovin' feeling " 
remember? Sue 
To the roommates of today and tomorrow 
-Beth, Betsy, Christina, Barbara, Sherin, 
Marcy and Joyce. Happy Valentines Day. 
Happy Valentine's Adventure! Forever in 
time we have·been together and so shall 
it be again. Never lose faith in what yo u 
know to be true. Two then one; together 
~-.•re strong . . I'll love you eternally. Sweet 
mystery (the enchantress) 
Guinea- Happy Valentine's day! Olive juicel 
"J" You are a wonderful person, a great 
friend, and I love you' Happy Valentine's 
dayl JLM "W" B 
Steven- Happy Valentines Day_ to the guy 
I'm start ing to love more than chocolate 
chip ice-cream' I love you- Alyssa 
DUNDEE- How'd they get the swamp 
creature to drink the Dr. Pepper? (that 's 
my little brother, I dipped him in guaca -
mole'!') TASTY. 
Donker, you are .everything in the world 
I've ever wanted and more. I'm forever 
yours. I'll love you always and forever. Just 
you wait and see what happens in August. 
I'll really make you happy. I love youl Love 
your lambchopper 
To Eric, the guy I met at the Army/ Navy 
sale Tuesday who bought the short jacket 
instead of the long one. I would love to see 
you again. Write back it you want to plan 
a place. Michelle 
PAMELA--Try not to get arrested tonight. 
And I don't want to see you f9-ce down in 
a snow drift on Main St. at 3 a.m., either. 
I'd hate to have to dig you out. Love, the 
FTD Dude. 
MLC- Very excitec;I for hot tubbing and 
whipped cream on sheate street. Happy 
Wishing Happy VD to Boinker, Chuchie , Valentine's Day! Love LAH 
and the Angel (fallen or.not)! Just remember 
we will not be "slaves to love". Men: can't FELICIA- What's up? Have an awesome 
love with em', can't love without em'.- Thank weekend- Happy Valentine's Day! Give 
Scared and think you're pregnant? We care: you Bean tor the advice! love you! To Al: me a call...! really miss having your smiling 
Call us for free confidential testing and you are an inspiration to wo'men every- _ta_c_e_a_ro_u_n_d_._L_o_ve_,_L _______ _ 
counseling 7 49-4441. Appointments and where! All my love- Weeble Juliet: "Love struck" Can't wait to be NEC. 
walk-ins welcorr.e. Seacoast Crisis Preg- HAVEAHAPPYVALENTINE'SDAYHITCH- _w_it_h_._y_ou_! ___________ _ 
nancy Center. 90 V':ashington St, Dover. 
COCK!!1 , Ready Freddie- Happy Valentine's Day Hours 10-4 Monday-Friday, 7 -9 pm. Thurs-
day evenings. Happy Vai"entine's day to my favorite #21 I'm looking forward to dinner on Sunday. 
-~---':__ ___ _ _______ ' sparky. Fate and PFXY got us together. IAALY1 Lots of love, Ready Teddie 
Performance ski tuning for th ose icy We had the best-it's up to us to keep it- MTM- Happy Birthday and Happy Ann ,-
conditions! Sharpening, waxing and tuning cause beneath it all we still are bEst I N h 21 , tor less than Putnam's or Ski Shed's. Ca!! versary. ow t at you are , we can ,1&ng 
Kevin at 868_3459_ Juddies. I hope it's me in your wildest all over each other in bars. Hee hee. This 
YOUR PLANETARY PATH -- IT'S 
YOURS AND YOURS ALONE. ASTROL-
OGY READINGS. MARY JANE MOUL TON 
436-4084. 
Tax Preparation- by enrolled agent, indi-
vidual or business, fast and reasonable, 
call now 7 49-6327. 
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED ro EIE 
ALIAS KAPPA SIGMA LITTLE SISTERS . 
OPEN RUSH FEB. 15 & 17 FROM 8-1 0 PM 
AT KAPPA SIGMA MANSION. 
Jay Leno Live in person -- Feb 17th. MEET 
HIM! Details in Friday's NH . Tickets sl ill 
available. 
US-U::;::;R Academic Year Student t.A -
changb Program in Moscow. Applications 
are available in Murkland 16. Eligibility: 
Graduating seniors with a competency in 
Russian. Applocations deadline Feb. 26 , 
1988. 
3 great spots in Florida for Spring BreaK! 
Top seller- Panama City Beach ... or 
traditional Daytona Beach or Lauderda-
le ... Best Prices! Call now -Melissa 659-
7805 or Luke 868~2905. Spots are filling 
fast! 
Jreams. Love your Australian bound Saturday night will be so incredible, it won 't 
,-,umpkin even compare to last Saturday. I adore 
Kel, Roses. are red, violets are blue, just .:....yo_u_!_S_a_k ____ _______ _ 
wrote to say, I ~OVE YOU1! Happy Valen- Hey Rob- only 3 weeks left! Yea!! I am so 
tine's Day. P.J. psyched for Saturday! Happy Valentines 
JEFF, Happy Valentine's Day! Th'anks tor Day. from that happy littl e munchkin at 
your he lp in Macroeconomics (I needed _A....:.lp_h_a_S_i=-gm_ a_D_e_lt_a ________ _ 
;;,,. I LOVE YOl:J BABY. love TORY 
ATE THIS DARN "HOLIDAY". Retch, 
. . nit, puke, barf, boot, spew, regurgitate. 
Any_body want to get together and be 
. miserable? Hope you have a "happy" day 
Marla, JoAnn, Sweets, and any other poor 
loser reading this. "I wear black on the 
outside because I feel black on the inside". 
G'-g, gag, gag. 
HEY MARJ, and the other forementioned 
ex cluding myselt, .let's buy some black 
roses, (better yet we can dye some red 
ones ourselves) , put a sappy Valentine's 
Day card with them, and burn them in a 
minor sea of cheap red wine, while crank ing 
the Swans at deafening volumes. Happy 
VD. Rah. 
Valer:itine's Day is a social disease. 
Congrats sister Cherie, sister Sandy, sister 
Tracy and sister Julie-Ann, love your sis1ers . 
in PHI MU 
Princess, wishing a Nappy Valentine's Day 
to the special one in my lite. I love you. 
Love, Ernie . 
Edmond G Bertranal and .Kimberly Lynn 
Hurst wish to announce their engagement 
to be married, which occured _in Concord, 
Massachusetts on Dec. 5, 1987. 
CHRISTINE WARRICK: To my future bride, 
I love you very much! Ken 
Marc Melker- You've captured my heart-
Thanks for yverything. You '.re the best...(so 
teach me to snowboard') love you!! 
To Flump- eight!! ,H·ere is your valentine 
personal, a mere 24 months overdue. I am 
still !aiming toi, and always will, I love you 
bear. Be my valentine next year too? 
Pomple! Equispically yours, Sneep 
Happy Valentine's Day to the FROSH 
CAMP EXECS 1 You make my day. I love 
you guys! Industry and Production- Breeno 
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Hey, where are YOU going to live next year? 
If you're totally clueless come to the 
Apartment Hunting workshops: 
February 16, Hubbard-Main Lounge 
7-8:30 p.m. 
February 1 7, Jessie Doe-Main 
Lounge 7 -8:30 p.m. 
February 18, Devine-Main Lounge 
7-8:30 p.m. 
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO EIE. 
ALIAS KE LITTLE SIStERS, OPEN RUSH 
FEB . 15 & H FROM 8 -10 p.m. AT KE 
MANSION. 
Do you know anything about area rental 
.costs, leases, or how to get your utilities 
turned on? Come'to the Apartment Hunting 
workshops to learn about this and more: 
uary 16, Hubbard - Main Lounge 
~~-
·,j,, 17, Jessie Doe - Main 
:sop.m. 
February 18, Devine - Main Lounge 
7-8:30 p.m. 
Driving drunk is a serious problem. More 
than 22,500 traffic deaths each year involve 
a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every day. 
More people have been killed in alcohol-
related accidents than have died in all our 
foreign wars. 
Tired of living in the dorms? of the noise? 
of the dining hall food? If you're thinking 
of moving out to an apartment come to the 
Apartment Hunting workshops to get all 
the information you need: 
February 16, Hubbard - Main Lounge 
7 -8:30 p.m. '> 
February 17, Jessie Doe - Main 
Lounge 7-8:30 p.m. 
February 18; Devine - Maine Lounge 
7-8:30 p.m. 
. To everyone who does it outdoors: (stripes) 
HAPPY V.D. Like Vernald 
HEY JOCK (previously of Jessie Doe) 
Welcome to Hall Housel! Love everyone 
GARRY: I'm in town and I know where you 
live. Looking forward to another night of 
dancing, drinking, and pool tables. Love, 
Miss Trench Coat. 
TIMMY: Someone called me up and said 
you missed me, so I'm back! Meet you at 
Nick's--Connie Chung. 
Beware of the mark of ZORRO! 
DONSTER (the monster)- Don't get toooo 
outta control this weekend,, or I'll throw 
another OLD MIL' at you! Your loving 
. neighbor, Rebel L 
Spain: Culture night at Smith Hall Inter-
national Center. Please join us in celebrat-
ing Spain. Thurs. 2/ 18 at 8 pm. Free 
admission. 
Happy day to the boy who's so tar away. 
I love and miss you. Amy 
To the seniors of Alpha'Chi Omega- Happy 
Heart Day' 
HI Mike, Lynnie, Beth, Jennifer, Don, 
Michelle, Jett H, Ginger, E)undee, Brad, 
Mike, Tim, .Charlie, Scott, Brett, Ree5ok, 
Brian, Julie: Mel, Kimmy, Karen N, Vern, 
Laura, Ed , Jock, Wayne , Jett P, Sharon, 
Denise, Jeff C, Patty, John A, Christina, 
Bethany, Doug, Jo.hn P, Miehe, Karen B, 
Deb, Rav, Maria, Rich, Dan, Ralph, Heather, 
Nancy. Dave, and Randy of cours.e. HAPPY 
VALENT,NE'S DAY GUYS! Love El 
P.J. You're the best thfng that's come into 
my life. I'm looking forewc!rd to the Military 
Ball and of course---spring break in 
Cancun! There'll be lots of dancing and 
romancing under the sun tor sure. Love 
yalSusan-:-- --- --- --- -
( L _~ ~-z• 
Let the Thompson School at UNH bathe 
and groom your pet with care. Please call 
862-1144 for appointment. 
Do you fly more than once a year? Book 
Spring Break with us;-we'II guarantee you 
the lowest airtare .. . anywhere in the world, 
tor the rest of the year! Many other travel 
be~efits! Call Julie at Ultimate Travel (603) 
652-7970. 
Your Planetary Path- It's yours and yours 
alone. Astrology Readings . Mary Jane 
Moulton 436-4084. 
Scared and think you're pregnant? We care. 
Call us tor free confidential testing and 
c0unsel 7 49-4441 . Appointments and walk-
ins welcome. Seacoast Crisis Pregnancy 
Center, 90 Washington St., Dover. Hours 
10-4 Monday-Friday, 7-9 pm Thursday 
evenings. 
\. 





Unit plcms cmd prices are subject to change without notice. 
One bedroom condo~ums from $68,850 ... two 
bedroom condomi,_niums froni $74,850. The~ low 
preconstruction p~es are offered for a limited time, 
only on the first 96 uni1s sold. With the high de-
mand for quality homes at low prices, these garden 
condominiums are sure to sell fast! · 
Exceptional location. The Meadows at Dover is just 
north of Por1smouth, within easy commuting dis- · 
tanceto Durham. Beaches, mountains, lakes, shop-
ping, recreation and educational facilities are 
wittun easy driving distance. 
Quality construction~ Rarely are so many features 
included at these low prices. Standard features 
include applianced kitchen, private balcony or 
patio, carpeting, gas he<;rt, elevator and more. TI.).e 
condominium community is developed by The 
Cob1al Group, with a reputation for quality you can 
depend on. · · 
For more information call l-800-537-7301 or· 
(603)749-0008 Oocally). Better yet, visit our sales · 
office and furnished model today. , 
The Mecdows at Dover is marketed by Dube, Cobra! & Company, Inc. 
Seller reserves the light to limit the number ot investors cmd to restrtct the number of homes purchased by ea:::h individual cmd each ho~hold. 
seventies , phenomenon my ·friend, 
it is still happening. All you have 
to do is open your eyes. 
· What's next, a review about how 
shitty a band called Pink Floyd is? 
I can't wait to laugh at your ignor-
ance and .stupidity. Well, I won't 
keep you from going and listening 
to your favorite D:~ran Duran album 
any longer. 
· i'eter Schrader 
Whining 
To the Editor; 
. Edmund McCabe once said, 
"Franklin Roosevelt once said, 'A 
radical is a man .with both feet 
_planted firmly in the air.' "With -
those words, the wit and wisdom 
of Mr. McCabe was pur-into public 
print for posterity. Poor posterity. 
Will future generations take gib-
berish like McCabe's seriously? 
Does anyone ·today take that kind 
0£ mealy-mouthed whining serious-
, ly? Sadly, ! suspect so. After all, the 
. country has been run for the past 
· " 'eight yeafs by Ronald Reagan, a 
man who .is either (a) a brainless 
old· geek who bears a shocking 
resemblance to yo·ur loveable (sic) 
old grandpa, who ,is a bit senile; or 
(b) a very smart_ con man (actor) 
who knows what he,'s aping (wheth-
_." er the pe,ople.w,ant bim td or ,not!). 
\· ' but lS v'ery 'gciod ar 'lc}ok1ng like a 
· brainless old geek who bears a 
shocking resemblance to your love-
.. · :a,ble(sic) old.gran;dp~1-who•is a bit 
senile. But I qigress. I really should 
inake it clear why I US€ words like ' 
"gibberish" to describe Mr. 
McCabe's public ponderings. 
First, Mr. McCabe, why do you 
pretend it is logical to dismiss the 
democratic pa rry because of people 
· like·LaRouche? Yes,you blothering 
- (sic) idiot, I realize that you admit 
LaR.ouche is · not mainstream- , 
democrat; but if he's not represen-
tative of the party attitude, then 
~hy do you devote so much space 
to him in your attempt to dismiss 
the democratic pa-rry? 
Then there's your intelligent, 
eloquent, pithy attack on Jesse 
Jac~son. Let's see if I can reiterate 
_.it. Let's see, it went something like, 
''Jesse Jackson is a black running 
for · p_resident ." Holy shit! How 
come no one told 'us before that the 
man is black ? Do the party leaders 
know he's black? Do they condone 
a BLACK MAN running for pres-
ide.or? -Gee, that's informative, Ed. 
, I th1ok I'm starting to see why y01:1're 
so anti-democratic. You're a bigot! 
We should find 'more people like 
you, Ed; then maybe we can con-
vince Peter Botha to ru-n for the 
US presidency. 
And, Ed,about your comment that 
· the democratic party is not "main-
stream''.; if being ·mainstream was 
the major desireable quality in a 
presidential candidate, bur hext 
president would be Bruce Willis. 
Ed, are you the kir:id of blatant · 
weirdo who follows aU the "hip" 
or new trends? Did you dri,nk 
Perrier when it was . in · style? 
· Anyway, Ed, dontt you think.all this · 
babbling about fringe candidates 
_is a bit hypocritical? Surely you and 
your ilk would.wail and grrash your 
teeth wen: I to imply that Pat 
Robertson and Al Baig were re-
presentative of the republican party. 
The space Mr. McCabe devotes 
to lampooning what he calls "real'' 
democratic candidates is so small 
· i' have to wonder if he thought he 
could successfolly lampoon them. 
And yes, "both parries seem tQ 
promise everything, but the demo-
crats expect us to pay for it." Yeah, 
they pro~ably do, but how else do 
you expect to get anything in a 
capitalist sodety? Steal it? Seems 
to me, the republicans tried that 
at Watergate; and the peqple were 
displeased. · 
LfTTER, pg. 30 
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· Woodsy Owl says 
Only Nature Should Paint Rocks! 
Give a.hoot. 
Don't pollute. 
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. til 
~ 
@ • Calvin and Hobbes have been 
living at · the top of the national bestseller 
lists for months now! Find out why Bill Watterson's . 
·wonderfully fresh and funny humor has captured America. 
Order your copy right -away. -
,----.--------------
1 
Please send me · _ copies of Calvin and H obbe~ at $6:95 plus, · I, 
$1.00 for postage and handling per book. Enclosed 1s · . I I Make check ~ayah.le to Andrews and McMeel. Al.low 4 to 6 · · 
I weeks for delivery. I 
I 
D Check D Money Order D VISA D MasterCard I 
· Name _ __________ ___: _ ____ ____ _ 
, I Address ________ _ _,________ ______ I 
I City -----=-------- State - - ~ Zip._____ I 
I Credit Card # ______ MasterCard Interbank #______ I 
I 
- -------- ------ Exp. Date------'- I 
Signature as on credit card 
I Mail to: Calvin and Hobbes Book; c/o This Newspaper; I · . P.O. Box 419150,_. Kansas City, MO 64141 . I 
I ___ Andre~~c~,~~~~a.=, Cjty, ~~--- -• 
Simm · 
~@LJ@[F 
· Prints and Slides from the"same·rou 
Seattle Film Works has adapted Kodak's professional Motion Picture film for use 
in your 35mm camera. Now you can use the same film-with the same fine 
grain and rich color saturation - Hollywood's top studios demand. Its wide 
exposure latitude is perfect for everyday shots. You can capture special effects, 
too. Shoot it in bright or low light-at up to 1200 ASA. What's more, it's 
economical. And remember, Seattle FilmWorks lets you choose prints or slides, 
or both, from the same roll. Try this remarkable film today! · · -------------FREE Introductory Offer I I O RUSH me two 20,exposure 
rolls of Kodak MP film for my NAME 
I 35mm camera. I'd like 2,rolI ~--------------1 ADDRESS starter pack including Eastman · -I 5247® and 5294.® Enclosed is $2 CITY · S'fATE · ZIP I 
for postage and handling. Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks 
I 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 500 Third Ave. W., P:O. Box 34056 I Seattle, WA 98124 ../ 2471 
Kodak, 5_247 and 5294 are trademarks of Eastman Kqdak Co. Seattle'Fill)lWorks is wholly separate from the ~anufacrurer. Process ECN-11 I Lat::t.=t:.:t=ity=he~l9= - - - - ~ - • 
TWELVE HUNDRED 
THE· FAR SIDE CARTOONS! 
Go for it! 
Order The Far 
Side Gallery 
which contains 
all 600 cartoons' 




Side, Beyond The Far Side, and In Search of The Far. Side. 
Or, order The Far Side Gallery 2 which contains all 600 
c~rtoons from Bride of The Far Side, Valley of The Far 
Side, and It Came'From The Far Side. · 
Ord~r·your copies -now. · ---~------~--~~~-~~---------
Pleas·e-send me ' copies of The Far Side Gallery at · $9.95 
plus $1.00 for post~ge and handling per book~ . . . · . 
Please send me · · copies of The Far Side Gallery 2 at 
$9.95 plu~ .$1.00 for postage and handling per book; 
Total enclosed is · · 
Make check . payable to Andrews and McMeel. Allow 4 to 6 
weeks for delivery . 
. □ Check □ .Money Order . □ VISA □ MasterCard 
Name ___ -;------ -------------
Address -------- -'---------'---__:_ __ _ 
City ---------'--- - State ___ Zip-_ ____ _ 
Credit Card # ______ MasterCard Interbank # _____ _ 
--,----'-~'------,----- ---- Exp. Date ____ _ 
. '.Signature as on credit card 
M~il tr· !he Far Side Gallery Books; c/o This Newspaper; 
1-
1 
~- ., , , P.O. Box 419150, Kansas City, MO 64141 , 
! . 1 • ', ·,' A~drews arid ,McMeel, 4900 M~in Street, Kansas City, MO 64112 ·----,.._,.... ..... _________________ . ___ ~-----
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READ ALL ABOUT IT!!! 
The American Express® Card can play a starring role 
virtually anywhere you shop, from Tulsa to Thailand. • 
Whether you're buying a 1V or a T-shirt. So during college 
and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just abo1..t 
everything you'll want. 
How to get the Card now. 
College is the first sign of success: And because we believe 
in your potential, we've made it easier to get the American 
Express Card right now. Whether you ·re a freshman, senior 
or grad student, look into our new automatic approval 
offers. For details. pick up an application on campus. Or 
call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a student application. 
The American Express Card. 
Don't Leave School Without It~M · 
Finally, I'm not a democrat or 
a republidn, just another good 
.f'\.merican like yourself, Ed; and I 
have some advice for you which has 
very little to do with either -parry. 
Remember the words of Thomas 
Jefferson, "A little rebellion now 
and then is a good thing." 
Danny McCarthy 
AIDs 
To the Editor, 
As you know, the need for blood 
never ends . Each day, we need to 
tollect 350 units of blood to meet 
the needs of the hospitals sen;ed 
in our two-state region. AIDS and 
the fear of AIDS has created 
questions in the minds of many of 
our donors. 
The most frequently asked ques-
.tion is: "Cam I get AIDS by donating 
blood?" Absolutely not! Donors 
have contact only with their own 
. blood. All of the equipment used 
in the donation procedure is stetile 
and used only one time. The needles, 
gauze or any materials that have 
,<:onta:ct with human blood are not 
just discarded after use. In the State 
of New Hampshire they are incin-
erated. 
The second question frequently 
asked is about the safety of the blood 
supply: The risk of getting AIDS 
from a blood transfusion is very 
smalL All blood and blood products 
are tested _ for the AIDS virus 
antibody ( as well as for syphilis and 
hepatitis) . All blood that tests 
· positive is destroyed. 
Although the reliability of these 
tests is very high , we have also 
included other safety factors in our 
dpnor processing. 
. People who may be at increased 
-risk for carrying the AIDS virus 
have been educat.ed not to donate. 
Each time a person registers to 
donate blood, he or she is given 
informaiton that clearly states who 
should not be donating blood. Blood 
Services staff include questions 
about AIDS in their screening o( 
potential donors. Donors are also 
given the opportunity to confiden-
tially request their blood not be 
used. Finally, our blood donors are 
volunteer donors. They are donat-
ing not for money, but rather to 
help chose who heed their healthy 
blood. All of these factors together, 
not just laboratory testing, help to 
insure a:safe blood supply. · 
The U niversiry of New Hamp-
shire and its students sponsor four 
blood drives during the school year. 
.. the Blood collected at these drives 
has continued to be a safe supply 
with regard to AIDS. We depend, 
throughout the year, on our ,UNH 
donors and hope that this infor-
mation will answer questions that 
may occur as your prepare for your 
next blood drive . . 
Sincerely, 
Miles J. McCue, M.D. 
Associate 'Medical Director 
Vermont/New Hampshire 
Red Cross Blood Services 
Maureen Baldini, R.N. 
AIDS Education Coordinator 
►••·············~ . ♦ ' .- ♦ 
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Wildcat matmen · dro{p tough . one to BC Ea9les 
By William Blickburn was down what proved robe six 
The Wildcat wrestling squad very big points even before two 
suffered a heartbreaking loss wrestlers locked up on the mat. 
in Boston Wednesday night, . Urquhart explained Carraci's 
dropping a close 27-21 decision absence saying "Mike has 
to a pumped up Bosron College wrestled at l 18lbs for us all 
squad. season and that takes its roll ... 
The '-Cars were coming off a I decided to rest him against BC 
strong second place finish at the to make sure he would be at his 
- Northern New Englan_ds last best for this weekend and the 
Saturday in Plymouth and the New Englands in early March. 
Eagles seemed to ca_rch UNH The 'Cats staked the Eagle 
looking ahead to their big meet grapplers to a 13-0 margin with 
at home th.is Saturday against losses at 126 and 134lbs. before 
BU, Springfield, Howard and Senior Steve Russell, who fin-
Maine. · ished fourth in the N orrhern 
Coach Jim Urquhart, though New Englands, claimed a vicrory 
disappointed, rook the ream's at 142lbs Russell said he .was 
loss in stride. "The loss was a disappointed that the team 
combination of BC wrestling · didn't come our with a win, but 
real well and us maybe overlook- also said ''We were missing 
ing them a little ... We had a some key guys who needed the 
~ couple guys that were kind of rest and were forced to move 
banged up and rook the chance guys ro weight classes they don't 
of resting them ro get ready for usually w res tie a r. We' re 
Saru
1
rday ... You can't take psyched up for Saturday's meet 
anything away from BC though and all our guys should be 
because they wrestled. well and ready." 
beat us fair and square," said · Russell's win seemed to be 
Urquhart. · the spark the 'Cars needed to 
Suangely enough the key in grab a meet win, as the _next 
this meet was a match that never · three matches ended with UNH 
took place, , as Junior Mike - wrestlers having their hands 
Carraci did not make the trip raised in vi~rory. 
due ro injury and the 'Cars were Freshman Bill Santiago con-
forced ro forfeit at l 18lbs UNH - rinued where Russell left off, 
pinning BC'sJoe Nugent at 6:10 
in the 1501b class. Santiago said 
"Ir was a rough loss for our team 
, especially with BU and Spring_: 
field coming in this weekend, 
but I think rl;ie ream will be ready 
for them." 
Senio-r Paul Dipkelrueyer, 
coming -off a four.th place finish 
at the Northern New Englands, 
grabbed six more points for the 
'Ca~s rakihg ·a forfeit at 158lbs 
Freshman Paul Petersen, at 
'167lbs, completed the UNH 
dominance of the middle weight 
classes in this · meet in convinc-
ing fashion by pinning BC s 
Keith Solomon at 6:00 of their 
march. 
U nfortunarely for Coach Ur-
quhart's squad four victories 
would be all they could manage 
. on rh_is night. Losses at 177 and 
190lbs brought the 'Cars back 
into a tie with the Eagles at 21-
21. -
The ,stage was set for HWT 
Chris Murtha to try and upset 
c;lefending New England champ 
John Merklinger and pull out 
a victory for the 'Cats. Murtha, 
coming off a first place finish 
at the Northern New Englands, 
wrestled well, but was caught 
in a pin by Merklinger at 5:20 
of _their_ ina~\h _a~d the 'Cars fate 
was sealed. there as well." 
Urquhart was very pleased Asked about his ream's chan-
. with the Murtha match saying · ces this weekend; Urquhart sa-id, 
'We knew that· Merklinger "If we wrestle like we are 
would be tough coming in and capable of wrestling we could 
Chris had never wrestled him come our of the weekend with 
so he really didn't know what a· couple of big victories. There 
to expect ... D'espire. being · are some key marches we will 
pinned, Chris held his own with , need to win (like Carraci taking 
the kid and it was a .real. brawl on BU's John Foley the man he 
for awhile. Now that we know beat w win the New Englands 
what to expect in a .rriatch with last year) and others, but we'll 
Merklinger we will be looking be ready top to bottom." 
forward to meeting him at the Good luck to the 'Cars this 
New Englands, I think Chris has weekend when they take on BU, 
a good chance of beati_pg him." Springfield, Howard and Maine 
Looking· forward to this wee- at Lundholm Gymnasium at 
kend, Urquhart said "BU and 6:00 'pm on Saturday ... A sug'-
Sp~ingfield spould'provide some gestion from your humble re-
. real stiff competition. They are porter: If you find yourself with 
both ranked high, but our guys nothing to do between Saturday 
sriould be ready. We know BU afternoon studying and Saturday 
will be rough and Springfield. night cocktails stop by the field 
tied them so they will be right __ house, and check_ our UNJ:I _ _ _ 
Men's Hockey ... Saturday, 7:00 .. -;Bosron 
College 
Skiing' ... Friday-Saturday ... at Dartmouth 
-Women trounce Catamounts Men's Hoop ... Saturday, 3:00 ... Hardord 
\ 
By Adam Fuller I was not about ro lose this one," 
Like a locomotive that's lost said vetera-n Pinkos. Following 
its brakes, the UNH Women's close behind were members of 
basketball ream relemlessly her supporting cast who weren't 
leaves opponents strewn about · to be denied in this game on this . 
its path as it rumbles through night particular night. 
the Seaboard Conference. . Rita McCarroll, 7 rebounds 
The latest obstac'ie, the Uni- "· and-afr
1
UNH all i ime· record 
versity of Vermont, was r,un tying 6 blocks, was there ro grab 
over when it came crunch time any shot Pinkos (10-16) missed 
, as UNH outscored-them 14-1 and feed any UVM players 
in the last four minutes while Spaulding burgers who dared 
stamping a 70-56 victory on the try put up a shot in her territory. 
Caram.ounts rails. Kris-Kinney poured in with 
With the next stop ar,.unde- fourteen points, slightly below · 
feared conference oppone_nr her league leading 22.6 points 
Boston University Saturday, per game, but Michelle Alto-
let's hope they have nor found bello picked up the slack by 
the brake-pedal as they make scoring 11 points. "We got 
their way down I-95. excellent contributions frorifthe 
The Wildcats stand at 7-2, 15- bench," said an elated Coach 
6 overall and their only loss in Kathy Sanborn, who will need 
recent memory was to UMaine a strong performance from her 
' at the buzzer to lose by a point. · bench this Saturday against BU 
In the conductor's seat was who has the talent and stregnth 
gaurd and senior co-captain to go five deep into rl).e bench. 
Karen Pinkos who lit up the "BU has as good a second five 
score board to the tune of 24. as ·rhey do a starting five and 
pointsand 6 assists as she had their scoring is very balanced," 
one of the more memorable lamented Sanborn. 
. performances of her carrer. "We Defense was the key to this 
lost_ to UVM last year and with one as UNH dug down after a 
our ream at its peak right now __ ·backbreaking three pointer by 
near the ~nd of my last season, Pinkos (the team .ranks fourth . 
in Division 1 in three point field 
goal percentage) to go, up 61-
55 with a little over three 
minutes left, allowing UVM 
only 1 point the rest of the way. 
"Under pressure we do well and 
we played great defense the 
,. whole ·night," said Kinney. 
UNH started the second half 
down by two, 29-27, and applied 
full court man to man pressure 
which turned into a nightmare 
for Vermont as they committed 
eighteen turnovers in the game, 
the majority of which were in 
the second half. "We were down 
by two at the half because of 
poor rebounding so we had to 
tighten up and cut back on their 
second chances," stated San;; 
born. 
The players executed the 
words as spoken and blanketed 
the Catamounts the rest of the 
way. 
After the showdown with BU 
on Saturday at 7 :30, the women 
· return home February 24 to face 
Northeastern at 7:00 in Lund-
holm Gymnasium after stops 
at Hartford the 17 and Brooklyn 
the 20. Be there early, seats will 
go fast. 
Women's Hoop ... Saturday,7:30 ... Boston . 
University 
Wrestling ... Saturday, 6:00 .. . BU:, Spring-
1 
. field, Howard, UMO 
Gymnastics~ .. Saturday, 7:00 ... U. MASS 
Men's Track. .. Saturday ... at Ea_sterns-St. 
Ct. 
Women Track. .. Saturday, 12:00._ .. at BU 
Invitational · 
Volleyball...Saturday, 10:00 ... Fieldhouse . 
- HOCKEY-
·only aown by one after two ·· 
periods, because in that time 
Merren had made nine saves 
while Srzurm had stopped 30 . 
Friar shots.· 
Normally a tie on the road 
against Providence would be 
very satisfying but the 'Cars need 
wins not ties if rl;iey want to · 
participate in post-season play. 
The 'Cars play Boston College 
on Saturday (7:00) at Snively 
Arena. This promises to be an 
exciting game as one the last 
. Wildcat win was against the 
Eagles. 
Men's hoop loses • again 
The 'Cats knew their play had 
to pick up if they wanted any 
shot at making the playoffs. 
After an ins pi ring pep talk by 
coach Dave O'Connor the Wild-
cats came out flying.in the third 
period. 
•SWIMATHON• 
'. 'I've never won a major 
athletic event before," claims 
Stickler, "and this seemed like 
the time to go for it. I made up 
my mind to get Out front quickly 
and let people chase me. So far 
it's working!" 
By Ward D. Fraser 
UNH men's basketball, com-
ing off their big Colgate win, 
played a good second half 
against Boston U niversi'ty on 
Tues?ay night shad<i9wing the 
Terners 54-54. However-one 
half does nor a ga~e make ahd 
perenial power BU rook it to 
· the 'Cats in the first half. 
The_ Terriers, second in the 
conference, led by as much as 
27 early in the second half and · 
cruised to a 99-83. 
The game was close in ,.,,rhe 
first seven minutes as the 2-13· 
Wildcats held a surprising l 7"-
16 lead. This would crumble 
when BU came storming back . 
with a 10-2 rnn. The following 
minutes featured complete BU _ 
domnination and when the 
teams went in at halftime UNH 
was shaking their heads down 
45-29. 
The -rest at halftime did not 
slow the visitors as they pumped 
in ·shot after shot. BU's lead 
peaked at 59-32 early in the 
second half. UNH did come 
somewhat alive slowing the roll 
and playing them -close the rest · 
of the way. 
UNH' s dismal season has had 
soine bright moments in regards 
to the play of Derek Counts and 
Keith Carpenter. Tuesday night 
was no different. Counts scored 
13 points but was unfortunately 
injured while driving the lane 
in the first half. 
Carpenter had a .game and 
"He (O'Connor) told us no~ 
caree~ high 22 points while body has outworked us in the 
hitting nine of twelve from the third period since Christmas;" 
field. Carpenter also buried two .Winnes said. ''That really 
three pointers on two attempts pumped us· up and we came out 
to go along with his six rebounds flying in the third period." 
and four assists. The difference wa:s ·uNH 
Chris Perkins scored 14 started to forecheck effectively 
points for the 'Cats while Dave with a dump and run philosophy 
Marshall had 11 points and which enabled the 'Cars to rake 
seven rebounds. · · . control of the rest of the con.test. 
UNH hit a very respectable "We were .on them. a lo-r 
55% from the field but their -quicker," Winne·s said. "We 
50% (15 -30) from the line. dumped~it in a lot more and 
However, BU's Drederick Irv- _ pressured them and it paid off 
ing and cast proved why they when Dorval tied it up." , 
are number two in the confer- With the exception o.f Cruick-
ence capitalizing on this hapha- . _s?ank scori~g chance in_ over-
zard shooting. Irving led the .. · t1me, th_e Wildcats dominated 
Terriers with 18 points. the_ ac_r10n an~ sh_~:mld have 
' The team play~ Hartford on -. capitalized on the~e ch~nces. and 
the 13th. Game time is 3 p.m.,:,: c,~P.t~red the win.. . .. 
.... 
Last year's women's individ-
ual champion, Donna Rella, is 
looking strong also with a lap 
total of 3 33 as of the 9th. Other 
noteworthy competitors in th~ 
women.'.s event are Katherine 
Sullivan and Jen Schneider. 
In the ' meti' s race, the current 
leader is Jason Smith, who has 
racked up 825 laps as of the 9th. 
With a week of swim time left 
he has a good shot at the 1900 
lap record. Other leading men 
include'-Scott Robichaud (260) 
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Hockey ·team plays Providence Friars tight, 2-2 
By John Kelley 
The UNH men's hockey tea·rn 
stayed alive in their bid for a 
playoff spot Wednesday night 
by tying the Providence Friars 
2-2 at Schneider Arena in front 
of a meager 787 fans . · 
UNH (5 -15-2) is now four 
points behind Boston College 
in the battle for the last playoff 
spot. The stage is now set for 
a barnburner Saturday night in 
Snively Arena when' Boston 
College comes to town (7 p.m.). 
The Wildcats must win, a tie 
or a· loss would make it almost 
impos.sible for the 'Cats to make 
the playoffs. 
In the second period an un-
fortunate happenning occurred 
when John Brickley, father of 
active player Quintip and 
former Wildcat Andy, suffered 
an apparent heart attack in the 
stands. He was attended to by 
a physician and is presently 
listed in stable condition. 
freshmen standout Winnes said. 
about The Save in overtime on ... 
Cruickshank's s-hot. "He 
(Stzurm) was pschyed for this 
game. He asked for it and pulled 
through.'' 
The 'Cat? also owe a great deal 
of thanks to Mark Dorval as he 
scored his first goal of the season 
with 2 :44 remaining in regu-
lation time to put the contest_ 
into overtime. 
Dorval made an errant pass 
which was luckily deflected back 
to him and he fired a rocket past 
Providence goaltender Matt 
Merten (25 saves). -
" After that goal," Winnes 
said. "We had the momentum 
and I thought for sure we were 
going to win." 
"It was scary," Chris Winnes 
said. "The team was thinking 
about M~rickley." 
The Wildcats would not be 
worrying about any playoff bid 
if it was not for the spectacular 
play of freshmen goaltender Pat 
Stzurm (48 saves). 
On another positive not~, 
UNH might have finally 
learned how to stay out 'of the 
penalty box. The entire -game . 
was very clean which is unusual 
for the chippy Friars. UNH only 
had 10 penalty minutes and only 
gave Providence three power . 
play opportunities resulting in 
one goal for • the 'Cats, not 
Providence. 
--c_~as to start putting the puck in the net if the.y want to see' play-off action. (file photo). 
UNHvsBC 
Sat. night 
especially in the first period. 
"We came out very slow and 
I think it was because we had 
bus legs," Winnes said. He saved the game for the 
'Cats when he stopped Friar 
Gordon Cruickshank cold on a 
breakaway in overtime. Cruick-
shank skated 'in alone and shot 
the puck toward the right corner 
but Stzurm saved it with his 
"We stayed out of the box," They were so slow, in faci:, 
Hanley who has been pfeaching tha't their first shot came about 
the need for this all season. "As half way through the first period 
a result we stayed in the game." minutes into the contest. and 
· For the first two periods, only managed five for the pe-
UNH was clearly outplayed and riod. Stzurm made eleven saves 
outskated mainly because of the in the first .twenty minutes. 
effective forechecking by the "He made some big saves in the 
Friars. It looked as though some first period," Hanley said . 
of th'e 'Cats left their skates on "Those l<;ept us from getting in 
glove hand. · 
"He (Stzurm) played excel-
lent," senior Tim Hanley .said. 
"He had the biggest save in the 
ga·me. Orie of the top scorers 
in Hockey East came in on him 
alone and he stoned him." · 
the bus as UNH was very tired the hole." ' 
"That was _unbelievabj~_,:· 
and sluggish. Winnes thinks the - Bue, at the 1 :43 mark of the 
long two hour bus ride might second period, Providence took 
have affected their perf9.r,:nari_c~, _ a 1-Q_ l<:_~d. Tpe p)ay started when -· 
Wildcat ·women burn Colby 
By Richard D' Avolio The seven goals were scored 
A suc~essful team in any sport by five UNH players, showing 
is marked by more than just a a total team contribution. Shel-
few star players. It almost ley DiFronzo, 'Dawn Wright, 
always takes a solid group of and Dianne Robbins all had one 
players who execute proficiently goal each and two Ladycats who · 
to be winners. have been on a scoring tear, 
Look at it this way, could Heidi Chalupnik and Karen 
Larry Bird rake the LA Clippers Akre both had two goals each 
to the championship? Even the in the game. Captain Liz Tu"ra 
greatest basketball player in the notched herself a shutout by 
world could not perform enough playing strongly between the 
magic for such· a feat. pipes. 
Here in Durham the UNH The Colby game is over. So 
women's hockey team has no now, as they say at Boston 
Larry Birds or in this case no Garden, IT'S CRUNCH TIME! 
Wayne Gretzkys but what they On Tuesday the.. team travels 
do have is several key players, down to Boston to play Not-
good team players ... that is why theastern. All past information 
they are 13-2-1. on these teams suggest that it 
The team won their 13th will be as exciting and fast paced 
game of the season last Wed- as any playoff game might be. 
'nesday night at Colby by one of The Lady 'Cats will be 
their usual blowout scores, 7- pump~d up for this game for 
0. Colby is by no means a w<;ak many reasons. First of all, UNH 
team but they couldn't match has not beat NU this season, 
the depth the Lady 'Cats possess, losing to them once and tying 
as is the case with most of the them in their last meeting back 
'Cats' opponents. in December. 
The team won this game in Secondly, Norhteastern 
a very business like manner, stands in first place in the· 
knowjng all to well their next ECAC's, UNH stands second 
game is against the explosive and finally, NU won the Con-
Northeastern University team. cordia tournament while UNH 
"We gave a workmen like was left squandering in the 
~Hort. We got the job done." losers bracket · ' 
=oach McCurdy simply stated So that's the ·past and what 
Jter the game. _ is always true about the past is 
that it's history, it can't be 
changed. But the present. and 
future both have a way of easing · 
the pain of the past. Thus, the 
result of this game has tremend-
ous consequences on the future 
of both teams. 
As coach McCurdy did no't 
hesitate to mention. "It effects 
the standings, the momentum 
go.ing into the playoffs and 
establishing superiority." Ob-
viously, there is quite a lot riding 
Needless to say the girls know 
how much this game means to 
their future. "This is the most 
important game of the season 
until we reach the ECAC 
playoffs," Sophomore Laura 
Prisco said. 
As close as I feel this game 
is going to be and knowing how 
good bpth teams are, it makes 
for a difficult prediction. With 
the risk of being biased, I have 
to go with UNH by a goal. The 
simple reason being, I can't see 
any team beating the talented · 
. and hungry Wilcats twice in one 
season. 
If you want to watch this 
fantastic match up, you .can go ' 
to Northeastern for a mere five 
or six dollars depending on the 
amount of people who sign' up 
for the chartered bus. For more 
info on the trip call Janet at 862-
1574. Good luck Wildcats. 
~ 
( 
Lyle Wildgoose fired a shot on 
Stzurm. He made the save but 
Pat Madigan was able to score 
off the rebound. 
This goal woke up the 'Cats 
a little bit, as four minutes later ' 
Mike Rossetti scored his 50th 
career goal shorthanded. Dan 
Prachar made a nice defensive 
play by intercepting a Provi-
dence pass in the Wildcat end. 
Prach~t passed it· to Rossetti 
who then scored the landmark 
goal. 
Providence took the lead after 
two periods when Tom Fitzge-
rald fired a shot past the 
screened Stzurm from the left 
side with just 1:49 remaining. 
The 'Cats should have con-
. sidered themselves lucky to b~ 
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SPORT SHORTS ****** 
********·************** . . 
Head football coach Bill Bowes has announced that 20 
outstanding students and athletes have chosen tb enroll at 
UNH -next fall. The group promises to be one of the strongest 
at UNH in some time especially at the tailback position. 
Five New York state natives are planning to attend. There 
are four1 recruits from New Jersey_ and Massachusettes1 three 
from Pennslyvania and one from New Hampshire, Maine, 
Vermont and Okalahoma. The NH native is Kyle Cripps of 
· Hudson. Cripps attened ,high school in Massachusettes. 
The men's basketball team wiil hold its annual Alumni 
Basketball Game on Saturday. Game time is 12:30 p.m. at 
Lundholm Gym. The UNH-Harrford game will· follow at 3 
.p.m .. 
